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Seleetteil As ilest All-itound- Ke'o'shiclei Community Newspaper For 1947
WEATHER FORECAST
KENTUCKY: Cloudy
and
mild with showers in extreme East portion' today.
Mostly cloudy and cooler tonight. Thursday fair and
warmer in the afternoon.

YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

United Press

LMurray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, April

Vol. XIX; No. 257,

MURRAY POPULATION - 8,000

POTTERTOWN FARMER GIVEN 2-YEAR SENTENI7
simiDEXIIEVOTS
Murray Students
Enter Finals In
IN TWO WEEKS
Speech Tournament

'Found Guilty Ofting
Gun Into Moving Vehicle
Trial Jury Dismissed Until Tuesday

Washington, APril 14. (UP)The house challenges a presidential veto today for the second time
within two weeks.
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Speech students from bfurra
State College battled their way to
the finals in several divisions at the
Tournament at
Southern Speech
Nashville, Tenn., last week. J. Albert Tracy, proeessor of speech at
the college, announced today.
The aniival event was sponsored
Association of
by the Southern
Teachers of Speech, and was open
to colleges and universities in all
the southern states.
The speech tournament lasted
two days, Tuesday and Wednesday,
and a student congress was held
Thursday and Friday. A convens
tion for the instructors ran from
Wednesday to Saturday noon.
A debate team composed of Emmett Burkeen and Edwin Norris
argued the question. "Resolved that
a federal world government should
be
established." They
dedated
both the affirmative and the negative side of the question three
times.
Debating the affirmative they
defeated Carson-Newman College
and lust to Middle Tennessee State
and Baylor University in Texas.
Taking the negative side of the
question they won decisions over
bouth-west Texas State and DevidCollege in South Carolina.
•- ton
They were defeated by the University of Alabama.
The Murray debaters competed
in the senior division this year
against 31 other colleges and universities. Only two teams won all
tix of their debates. These were
the University of Florida and the
University of Alabama. Baylor
University, one of the schools defeating Murray, won the nistionis
debate tournament at West Point
last year.
Robert Carlton, winner of the
Kentucky state oratorical contest,
went into the finals in the men's
oratory division. Only six out of
45 entries went into the finals.
The first and second place winners had been to the Grand National Tournament at Mary Washington College in' Fredericksburg.
Va., last month
Carlton ale° made the finals in
after dinner speaking. A student
from the David Lipscomb College
In Nashville won first place.
In the men's interpretive reading
division James Petersen also reach, ed the finals. Mississippi State took
first place.
Professor Tracy stated that he
was greatly pleased with the results. He pointed out that Murray
competed with some of the largest
colleges and universities in the
•
country and still managed to reach
the finals in three events, and to
win three debates out of six.
Robert Prince, Joe Starks. and
Emmett Burkeen represented Murray on the senate of the student
congress on human relations. They
introduced a bill on foreign policy.
The convention and speech tournament will be held at Baylor University at Waco. Texas next year.
Dr. Charles McGlon, professor of
speech at Baptist Theological Seminary, was named president of the
association for the coming year.

FAMILIES LEAVE
KENTUCKY HOMES
AS OHIO FLOODS
Thousands of persons fled from
their homes today as floods struck
hard in seven states.
The Ohio river was the biggest
troublemaker. Fed by rain and
climbed
swollen tributaries, it
above flood level in Pennsylvania,
Ohio, West Virginia. Kentucky.
•
and Indiana.
Hundreds of families were evacuated in Ohio. Several hundred
more families left their homes
in Kentucky The high water disrupted mining in Pennsylvania,
and threatened homes in West
Virginia and Indiana.
In Grand Forks North Dakota.
the Red river surged over its
banks. driving 50 families from the
city and ,F..ast Grand Forks. Minn.,
across the river.
The Snake river rose above
flood level at Alvarado, Minn..
flooding basements in the downtown section and many homes.
U. S. weather foretasters at Chicago said the Ohio river was rishag rapidly. all the way from Pittsburg to Evansville, Ind. It was four
feet above flood stage at Cincinnati
early today. Tonight, it is expected
to climb to 59 feet. seven feet
above flood level.
The Ohio river rose three feet
above flood stage at Louisville,
Kentucky. today and river experts
said it was headed for 80 feet, or
five feet above, tonight.'
A light rain fell in the .northern
section of the Ohio river valley
but weathermen
said it would
probably stop by tonight.
National Guard Company was
ordered into Marietta. 0, to help
evacuate more than 100 families.
Residents of Rome, Buena Vesta,
and other Ohio towns west ef Port,
smouth left their • homes as the
Ohio river surged above flood
stage.
Government
engineers hastily
constructed a 1.200 foot earth levee
at New Boston.
Merchants in Pomeroy, 0.. moved their records to safe places and
the New York Central railroad
loaded all its machinery in the
area into box cars.
Some mines were flooded in Ky.
and others were shutdown because
of power failure caused by floods.
The Licking river flooded boibr
rooms of the Newport. Ky, rolling- mills, forcing a shutdown.
Major John L. Cummings declared an emergency le Cluithiarni.'
Ky. The city's water supplyrwas cut
off and all incoming highways
made impassable.
At Cincinnati. 29 persons were
evacuated to a recreation center
Veteran rivermen said the Ohio
river was not expected to come
anywhere near the 79.99-foot mark
It hit during the disastrous flood
of 1937. The Ohio often has risen
to 60 feet.

K.E.A. Meeting
To Give Students
College Registrar Spring Holiday
To Attend Meet
Murray College
students will
have a reprieve from term papers,
In Philadelphia
labs, and classes, beginning today

▪

when all the faculty members go to
Leuisville for the annual meeting
of the Kentucky Educational Association, to be held April 15, 16, 17.
The spring vacation begins after
the last class today. and students
will resume classes on Monday,
April 19.
se
Principal speakers for the state
meet will be Norman Cousins, editor of the Saturday Review of Literature, and Anne O'Hare McCormick, foreign correspondent for the
New York Times and Pulitzer
prize •winner
Miss Mary Bess Cropper, college
Of our more than 40,000 Naval .librarian, will be chairman of an
Officers now on aritlye duty, more exhibit of recent outstanding prothan 13.000 or approximately thirty fessional books, pamphlets, and otper cent- are qualified es naval her materials of Interest to libraa
aviators',

Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester, college
registrar, will attend a convention
of American registrars in Philadelphia April 19 through 22. The convention will be held in the fenjamin Franklin hotel.
Trends in registrar's work will be
discussed at the meeting and while
there, Mrs. Hester will attend a
luncheon of the Southern Association of Registrars.
Delegates are expected from
throughout the United States and
Canada.

The test was due on a bill to
exempt independent newspaper and
magazine vendors from the provisions of the social security act.
Rep. Bertrand W. Gearhart, It.,
Cal., who sponsored the measure.
Is Confident he has enough votes
in the house and senate to override President Truman's veto. It
takes a two-thirds majority In
both houses.
The house last contested a veto
April 2 when it okeyed the Republican-sponsored income tax reduction bill despite Mr. Truman's
disapproval. The bill also got the
nod from the senate. thereby becoming law.
House Democratic leaders have
adopted a "hands off" policy on
the vote to overide the veto of the
Gearhart bill Minority ileader Sam
Rayburn said he has not made any
effort to pressure his colleagues
into sustaining the President.
Speaker Joseph W. Martin. Jr.,
designated the dabate and vote on
the social security bill the first
order of business in the house.
The senate, meanwhile, met on
routine business.
The developments:
Air Power-The house aviation
bloc promised to push for a sharp
upward revision of the administratiofes $2.376.100.000 113/ budget
for air power
Coal-Chairman Fred A. Hartley, Jr., R, N. J., of the house
labor committee said
the
coa:
strike settlement is a-“phoney" because John L. Lewis still retains
his power to ''paralyze the nation."
So Hartley is going right ahead
with his legislation to saject
unions to anti-trust laws.
Communism-Congressional concern over the safety of the Panama Canal was heightened by official statements that Communists
were behind the uprising in Bogota. Columbia. Sen. William F.
Knowland. R., Cal.. and other
Republicans are talking of constructing an "insurance" canal.
Nicaragua. as "insurance- in case
the Panama waterway is put out
of commission.
Housing-Sen. Robert A. Taft,
R., 0.. said he believes the 90 per
cent mortgage guarantee in longrange housing legislation is "too
liberal." The guarantee is part
of the Taft-Ellender-Wagner bill.

,

Delius Wyatt, a 44-year-old Pottertown farmer, was sentenced to
two years in the state penitentiary
esterday by Judge Ira D. Smith
the April ,session of the circuit
court here.

LOCAL BANKER
STATES VALUE OF .
DOLLAR SHRINKING
H. Glenn Doran, Vice President
of Peoples Savings Bank. in speakmg on the topic "Inflation" stated
that even though economists had

The jury returned a verdict of
guilty ta a Commonwealth charge
against Wyatt of "Maliciously shooting inte a moving motor vehicle:"
The defendant was represented by
Waylon Rayburn. and the prosecution was directed by commonwealth
attorney John King of Cadiz, assisted by Senator George Overbey.

predicted two recessions since the
war, one in 1947 and one following
Testimony brought out that Wyatt
the recent drop in commodity fired a shotgun into a one and one-.
prices on the market, it now seems half ton Chevrolet truck, driven by
that the value of the dollar may Charlie Blalock on August 12 of
continue to dwindle. Doran 'spoke last year as the vehicle was turning
to the Murray Chapter of .(i.AUW from the highway into the driveat -the College in Wilson Hall last way of property'owned by Wyatt.
evening at 7:30.
Sam Bloodworth, a passenger in the
Buyers now get less far- -a doltruck, testified that the shot causlar than they got in 1939 for 60
ed the glass in the back of -the
cents, he stated. .,"This inflation
truck to b'reak and a particle of
came about when
;
iir supply of
• glass entered his buck.
money increased w e the supply
According to teatime/1W, Charlie
goods decreased.
of consumers
•
V
Blalock with his mother and sister
'Doran explained that the increase
CARRIE WARS ON COMMUNISM-Because he heard people discussing the danger of
brether-in-law. Mr. and Mrs.
in money resulted from the gov- and
Communism but saw nobody doing anything about it, New York taxi driver Max Vogel
ernment borrowing from banks Ronnie Baucum. had been occupydecided to wage a one-man war to "Fight Communism." Vogel, who sank his savings into
during the war. Every time the ing a house owned by Wyatt. They
5,000 allegiance buttons, lectures his fares and presents a button to each. Vogel, his wife,
gov8resinent sells a bond at a bank had been given notice to move by
and two of their six sons, Jay, 5, and Michael, 1, look over some of buttons.
this increases our money supply for August 15. and procceeded to move
the entire amount of the bond. their furniture out, The shooting
Bank deposits in Calloway County occurred when they went back for
increased from one to eight mill- a second load of household goods.
Jurors returning the verdict 01
ion dollars mainly between 39 and
guilty were RAymond - Workmate-- -/IL Mr. Doran stated.
"In 1947 wizen the government Lennis Hale. Roy Farmer, Dellimet
bought back the, bonds from the Hale, Gus Farley, Glen Venablk,
bank in an attempt to deflate the Will Washer, J. 0. Morris, iterniali
dollar,- Doran said,
this should Darnell, Herman Ellis, Dewey Wilhave caused prices to level off. kinson and Lexie Watson. J. 0.
What's wrong?
Morris acted as chairman.
He attributed the continued inThe defendant's attorney, WayThe Murray High School Tigers
ENDS-One end will be well coached for the spot and will lend
flation to three things; tho larger ton Rayburn. has made a motion
completed spring grid practice this taken care of by Eli Alexander. able assistance when called upon.
than expected dollar power of for probation. Wyatt is confined in
week after three weeks of unfavor- Those who will fight at out for the
BACKS-There is little doubt in foreign countries, the corn short- the county jail awaiting action of
able weather.
other end slot are Jimmie Craw- our minds as to the calibre of backs age last year and the strikes that
the court.
With all the bad weather and ford, Bobby Foy. Noble Knight, to play for the Tigers in the fall. slowed up production of consumers
In another case. Commonwealth
. and Coach Holland has a good bunch of goods.
conflicting activities Coach Ty Hol- Junior Moser. Fred McCord!
vs. Carl Eldridge, the defendant
land 'was fairly well satisfied with John Paul Butterworth.
candidates that are equipped with
The failure of prices to get back was found guilty of "Cutting in a
the attempted three weeks of drills
TACKLES-In this department speed, football "know" and can take to normal a few weeks attn-foland if thal be true you can lay odds there is enough material to warm it. This group includes Chad Stew- lowing the market break. Doran sudden affray," and fined $100.00 by
that something pleasing is brewing the heart of any high school coach. art. William Smith, Frank Watson. attributed to the income tax cut. Judge Ira Smith.
Testimoey revealed that Eldfor the 1948 Tiger gridders.
•
There is Dwaine Adams, a big boy George Allbritten. Robert G. Jef- the ERP which insured high exTo begin with, Coach Holland has who should be more than ready this frey, Jimmie Klapp, Oliver McLe- ports. the war rumors. the expect- ridge cut Hampton Ellis with a
10 lettermen returning next fall. fall. On the other side of the line more. Harold Miller, David Out- ed war boom, the acute shortage knife in a fight at the W. C. FalThey include Eli Alexander. end; is Harry Smith, a lad who should land and Leroy Polly. After watch- of labor and the shortage of iron, well sawmill, southeast of PotterJohn P. Butterworth, end; Dwaine really turn on this year Then there ing David Outland last year and in steel, and needed metals. These town. 'last October.
Jurors returning the verdict of
Adams, tackle; Harry Smith, tackle; is another pair-Bobby Dowdy and spring drills one. can rest assured causes mainly bring about steadily
Joe Put Hackett. center; and Chad Gene Wells. who shoyld see plenly that David will chuse some eye- increased inflation, the speaker guilty were Goble Roberts, Shizrwood Potts, Conn Spencer, HilStewart, George Allbritten. Robert Of action. To cap it all. off, Cosilh opening manteeters in the season to predicted.
ton Hughes. Charles J. Williams,
G. Jeffrey. Harold
Miller and Holland has in Charles Tolley and Come.
Lexie Watson, Dewey Wilkinson,
David Outland backs.
Jimmie Thomasson a set of tackles
The Murray head coach has indiHerman Ellis. Herman Darnell, J.
Other squad members making that bas no bounds-if-and when cated he will
use both the single
O. Morris. Will Washer, and Z. C.'
good Impressions on the coaching they hit the uptrail.
wing and "T" next , fall. Perhaps
Orr. C. J. Williams acted as chairstaff included Noble Knight. end; 'GUARDS-Coaching personnel of the sings, eeig
will get the most
man
Junior Moser. end; Pat Elkins. the Tigers are scratchin' their nog- calls as it
has been very satiatiacThe Commonwealth attorney diguard; Lee Rowland, guard: Gene gins in an effort to find the best tory over a period
of years.
rected the prosecution and Waylon
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCK- Guerin. guaed; Carl E. Shroat. pair
In a rather large and strong
To round out an iterview with
Rayburn represent,. the defendYARDS, April 14. (UP)-IUSDA) guard: Pat Sykes. guard:
Tom bunch of boys. They will- nave to Coach Holland, we found that Jefant
-Livestock:
Sykes. guard; Buddy Valentine. deal with Pat Elkins. Gene Guerin, frey and 'Stewart will
probably do
In the case of Commonwealth
Hogs, 10,600, salable 10.000. as guard; Gene Cathey, back;
Sam Harris, Jimmie Jones. Carl E. the punting duties and that the
Funeral services for Mrs Carter vs. Bill Petty. the defendant pleadcompared with 12.500 yesterday. Smith, back.
Shroat. Lee Rowland, Pat Sykes. same pair are the most adept passBailey, who Was murdered Sunday ed guilty to breach of peace and
Slow; uneven; weights 180 lbs tip
Coach Holland indicated that Tom Sykes and Buddie Valentine ers. As to important extra-point
in Detroit. Mich. will be held at was fined $2500. The charges of
25 to 50c lower than Tuesday's more than likely
there will be a before the selection is finally set- trys. Holland said Jeffrey and Millthe Model Baptist Church. .Model. "Holding and using a 'deadly weaaverage lighter weights steady to goodly number of switches
in posi- tled.
er will get the calls for this job.
Tenn., Friday forenoon at 11:00 pon in a threatening manner" was
weak; sows gic to 41 lower Bulk tions next
fall to fill up gaps arid
CENTER-Big Joe Pat Haekett
The
1948
schedule
follows:
o'clock under the direction of Rev. dropped.
good and choice 170 to 240 lbs also to take care of
the men who are has put his mind on tending to this
Sept.
her'.
17-Rilssellville.
In Commonwealth vs. Lee KniJ. H. Thurman and John W. Out21.25 to 22.25; top 22 85; 240 to '270 determined
to, .win starting -spots slot and is way out front with the
Sept. 24-Morganfield, away.
land. Burial will be in the Hen- ght the defendant pleaded guilty
to 21 50; 270 to 350 lbs in the lineup.
lbs 1975.
job. From all indications Joe Pat
Oct. 1-Mayfield. here.
to "Involuntary manslaughter- and
don cemetery.
18.25 to 20; 130 to 150 lbs 19.50
In taking a look at the men and is slated to be a standout in conferOct. 8--Fulton. away.to 21.75; 100 to 120 .lbs 16 50 to
The body will arrive by train in was fined $30000.
positions we find the following to ence play this year. Buddy BuckOct. 15--Bowling Green, here.
In this morning's session the case
18.75; sows 4.0 lbs down 16.50 to
Murray Thursday morning at 8'20
be the case:
ingham and Gene Cathey are being
Oct. 22-Madisonvilre, Sway.
17.50: few 1775. `
and will be taken to the Max of commonwealth vs Ray Cable
Oct. 29-Sturgis, away.
Cattle 5.100, salable 2,500: calf
Churchill funeral home. The body was dismissed on the motion of
Oct. 5-Hopkinsville. here..
receipts 1,200. all salable. Active
will .ater be removed to the home the commonwealth attorney. Cable
Oct. 12--Princetpn. here.
and prices unevenly higher with
of the parents Mr. and Mrs. Walter had been charged with "detaining
The-Thanksgiving date has not Bilbrey at Model. Tenn.
a woman against her 'will."
a,
another general advance of 50c inyet been filled.
Other cases on the... docket for
dicated on steers, heifers and cows.
Survivors,' include the parents,
Bulls and vealers steady. Medium
one daughter, two sisters and one yesterday and today were 'either
&Missed or postponed. A number
to good steers largely 27.75 to 28.brother. •
PITTSBURGH, April 14 (UP)- More than half the nation's 400.000
50; several lots of feeder steers
Mrs. Bailey was beaten to death of divorce 'cases were submitted
2775; good cows 23 50 to 24.50; soft coal miners stayed away from the pits today. They hinted their
and foune in a ditch in Detroit and several' divorces Were granted
common and medium beef cows 31-day-old strike would continue indefinitely if John L._Lewis was sent
Sunday evening by city ig lice by the judge.
The petit trial jury was dismiss1950 to 23; canners and cutters to jail for contempt of court.
One -suspect is being held in coned at noon today and will not be
15 to 19; relatively few- below 16 nection with the murder.
The United Mine Workers voted in local meetings throughout the
called until next Tuesday. April
50: medium to good bulls 22 to coal states to ignore the back-to-work
orders of their union chief pend20 Although court will be in
23.75; good and choice veelers 27ing the outcome of today's court case' in Washington against Lewis and
WEEDS CALLED GREATEST
session
tomorrow.
said
Judge
32.50
MENANCE TO CROPS
Smith„no jury trials will be held
Sheep 2.700. salable 1,000; fat the UMW.
Dr. Rainey T. Wells, widelyCLEVELAND (UP)-Dr. C. J turtil:next week.
lambs opened actively strong to,
known educator and former attor- Willard of Ohio State University
25c higher. Some choice no 2
ney for the Woodmen of the World, estimated that weeds caused a loss
skins 23; two loads Texas wooled
will be the featured speaker on the of $6.000.000,000 annually to agrilambs due to arrive.
LONDON. April 14 (UP)-Russia denied today that any of its agents Laymen's League program duelculture.
were involved in the bloody Bogota rioting as charged by the Colombian ing Community Week at Paris,
He described how
agriculture
Tenn.
WAR-SCATTERED FAMILY
government.
CHICAGO, April 14 (1113)-F'relchemicals having come to the farmThe
program
will
be
at
GETS TOGETHER AGAIN
the
First
er's aid in helping. to lick the duce:
Dispatches from Moscow also quoted a diplomatic official as saying
Methodist Church Thursday night, weed problem.
BOSTON alPi-It took six years that no word of Colombia's reported ,diplomatic
Poultry. 21 trucks; hens easy,
break with the Soviet
April 22, according to Aubrey Mcto re-unite Joseph Prizio's family
What the nation pays each year chickens steady. Hens 31; Leghorn
Union has been received.
Gehee. president of the Paris Lay. for putting up with weeds on hens 25.
of four, which had been scattered
men's League. Community Week farms is greater than the estimated
from Massachusetts to Vermont by
Butter: 592.110 pounds. Market
the housing shortages. Prizio is a
is being sponsored by the Paris combined loss from insects, plant nervous 93 score 791.4: 92 score
Navy veteran.
Community Council. which is com- diseases and animal diseases, he 79 4: 90 score 79. Carlots 90 score
The difficulty was solved when
• said
OMAHA, Neb. April 14 (UPI-Harold E Stassen won the Nebraska posed of 16 citec organizations.
79,4; 89 score 78,4.
the 42-year-old Prizio was noti- presidential primary free-for-all race today.
Dr. Wells is the first president
Eggs: (Browns and whites Milted)
In one section of the country a
fied he was among the first to
of Murray State College who later few years ago; he noted, the infes- 29.106 cases. Market steady. ExAs the returns came Itt'frojn yesterday's voting, Stassen added a
qualify for a new home under a
resigned .to become" attorney for tation of weed seeds in Wheat tr.ps 70 to 80 per cent A 46 to 47
1C
$20,000,000 veterah housing pro- triumph in Nebraska to his clear-cut victory in Wisconsin last week. the Woodrien of the World with meant the loss of one bushel in Extras IN to 70-por vent
A 45 to
Gov.
Thomas
E.
Dewy
Sen.
Robert
ran
second
A.
Taft
and
a
poor
third.
ject
headquarters its Omaha.- Nebraska, every 14 sent to market.
4411%.

High School Grid Coach Pleased Wi
Showing At Spring Practice Sessions

•

BAILEY FUNERAL
TO BE HELD AT
MODEL FRIDAY

LIVESTOCK

LATE BULLETINS

Many Miners Remain On Strike

RAINEY T. WELLS
TO SPEAK AT
PARIS MEETING

Russia Denies Charge

PRODUCE

I

Stassen Wins Nebraska Primary
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THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor
sr Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best interest
af our readers.

.Wednesday Afternoon, April 14, 194

lathesai San P4.0.i..01.`
Bluejackets Tour Venetian 'Main street -Crew members of die UM
Ycllowstene give a sailor's version of a busman's holiday as they ens
Ply a sightseeing trip through picturesque Venice. The main water
artery cuts through the cit• for two miles and from it the sailor/I
cowl.] •iew the many churches and palsies for which Venice is famous.

The Government h Getting Down To Earth
To Study Conservation Of Soil Fertility

gup,INOTNEN:
_

SAN PAOLO CIITATE. Italy, his way in.
April 14 iUP)--The sign glistened
:Tin American too," he said. "My
in new white paint, and the letters name is Luigi Caccavale, but just
were !urge. ..
call me Lou. That's what they
The headlights of our .car -caught
_me.in-New York.and Columbus.
it as we sped through the little Ohio. I knew the U.S. you bet. I
:square of this village. We turned worked everywhere over there--•
back to have a closer Louis.
. Boston to Youngstown, Ohio."
"Long Live Truman," it said
He said he too accepted Muson"Long Live The Allies."
linns invitatiOn to return.
1-ong___Wee
ve Liberty.'
"I want to go back," he said,'lath
"Long
- 1..aa
-i.'hPeace."
I guess I'm 'too old now. But I
The words were written in E.ng- still got relatives in Youpgatown."
lish. And the whole sign was so
I asked .teem how it happened
different that we stopped the car that the Western powers still were
and sat there looking at it. instead popular here when the Communists
of driving on, as we had intended, distributed
propaganda
blaming
to spend the night iththe -fanner them for the wartime bombing of
U.S. airbase. near Foggia, another the village. .
100 miles down the Adriatic coast.
"Oh. those peopb th Lou said
,The explanation came quickly. violently... "They make me sick.
It was after midnight, - but within That's why we made the sign-to
a few moments nelirly 100 people show we love America. We even
surrounded our car. They were leach the -children how to read the
waving passports or birth certifi- sign, and what the words mean.
cates. and they spoke English to The Communists will not win in this
prove that they. too, were-in a villdge."
sense-Americans.
A .women led her five-year-old
Celeste San Aeata 511, who used son toward me. She could not
to live in Boston and Marlborough. speak English. but she curtseyed
Mass., and work for a shoe niiinu- and kissed my hand, and told the
taiturer. was the self-appointed child to say "Good Evening" in
spokesman.
Italian.
'I came back here in 1932,- be ex
Then, stiff with embarrassment
planted "like must of these Amine but anxious to show that she too
cane here
Mussolini invited us had some connection with Ameriback and told us everything would ca. she took off the boy's hat and
be wonderful. We fell for it, and pointed to the label. It carried the
now we're dead sorry."
name of. a Boston hatmaker,
I mentioned that II Doer had
mericano." she- said pro/idly.
dead three years.
"Americane."
"Yes, but if the Communists win
She put the hat carefully back on
the election, it will be just. as bad the child's head, and led him away.

to the national welfare as
Freedom gardens this year are as necessary
Secretary of State Marshall told the -were Victory gardens &ring the war,
Washington D. C. He said:
National Freedom Carden Conference in
than during the war, No
'Food today is just as vital, peobebly more
of food been so
time in our history has die production and conservation growing of food stimulate the
Important. Anything that can be done to
done, and whit be tremendously
by individuals in local gardens should bebefore
us. I don't speak theoretihelpful to nieet the great problem now
seeds and sets.
ca4 from a desk in theState Department. I ordered any
this year ten days Ago. My problem is, do...I negotiate or do 1 hoe, plant
and weed. I propose doing both."
To prove his qualification as a
"dirt gardener" the secretary told the
following story, which may well become a classic:
"When Mrs. Marshall and I returned from China we brought with its a
Chinese woman named Anna. She
had a very definite belief in two
things: one was the dominance of the
male in the household, and die other
was the fact that food was the greatest motinating force in our lives.
was Secretary
"The second day
of State I managed to escape for a
few hours and motor down to my
house in Leesburg and was jubilantly'
greeted by Mrs. Marshall with the
news that she had at last, after two
or three years of effort obtained a
truck load of, putting it politely, fertilizer, I was immediately put to work
to distribute this great soil improver
with a shovel and wheelbarrow.
"Anna Spied me. I might explain
that in Cline probably the lowest
form of human life is the man with
the wheelbarrow. She was profoundly shocked, rushed out of the
house and we enjoyed in a genuine
struggle' over the possession of the
wheelbarrow. "She said what I was
deine was utterly repugnant to her
In that, in her belief, it_ lowered ana
humiliated the position of the Secretary of State if it did not affect the
general Coverrunent. My reaction
ng it. I settled
was, I would enjoy doing
•
the argument by virtue of greater
Secretary and Mrs. Marshall look
physical strength. But she rein:1061
Carden.
-Freedom
over
emir
fixed in that feeling. We all, think
agree with her concept as to the re- world but there was a slight difference
latiouship of food to the pet pie of the in the manner of implementation."

By HARMON W NICHOLS
ts 30
United Press Stat.'. Correspondent There. The average adult
pounds under usegist.
•
lt
-Clhiai "I /tear that half of the mail
WASHINGTON. Aprii-You'll be happy. and most likely carriers in Hamburg had to be
right proud .to know that your t_slapped_. an hospitals because of
gotternment is getting down to their health."
Too skinny to carry a bag of
earals.
,
As Repe-Dirksee of Pekin. Ill.. mail•
looks at ht. there's no other nay
to es: no but down- To the very
good. old• earth. as Pearl Buck
• used to -say. Weef_e_easel sady examined endoecingerentel the four needles
of the compass. and there's not
much up yonder we don't knew
WASHINGTON ..UP.-Archaeolabout Excez maybe the _green egiets. heliee
v they have found "an
cheese in the moon and %t hat mime extremely early and premitive live
if env, are the people on Mars.
se"
in Pename
site"mg
.
Tbe Honorable Mr. Dirksen was
If advence indica:Ions are borne
" appearing before the house agri- out, tisk National Geographic Sociultnee committee in their spi
cffe
ete reported. the site was develop;
_- - green-painted meeting hall: on H. ed
• well before the birth or Christ.
spring ,flowers are welcomed by
Mr.
Dirksen's
own
bill.
It
X 442
P. am:wank le be the first really
, every body -Blue
.
v..ourd establish a national ferti- i -early
- habitation area ever found
lime and soil fertility laboratbry.1 in Central Areericah_e_t_may even
Mrs. Floyd Barrow s isit. 1.hrlisen .errusethed out. Joel be ed1hafa _es...sent sites dicove
in IWO
-Mr. and Mrs. Ralph:Dar- --The- isscresea 'farm
.
powder blue suit, fingered the ered in recent years in Mexico.
Pro4ulteA- enough-for himself and
of Murniy-Sunday.-•
statfbed white hanky in his coat
Efforts to date the Panama hale
Mn, and' Mrs. D. B. Byars spent .28 per cent uf another person. By
pocket and got right teethe point itation have been inconclusive so
the weekend nn Paducah with Mr. 1945 he was producing enough for
To his way of thinking, said he. far .• The earliest site thus far
and Mrs. J. P. Wicker and children, himself and 4.45 other persons.
e
conkervation of sod fertility is the hataid in Mex:ho. in Chiapas state
Barbara Allen Paschall, daughter
greatest problem confronting hum- was definatels pre-Chnsnan.
of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Paschen, tiles _-- Mr. P nor ca. Paris, Thursdah.
- . engine! today.
,
••••••••.4 ,..•••54405••••
- • Expedition Searching
---- - brated her third birthday Sunday.
, Hi: pointed out that agriculture. I . Geological
evidence
indicates
April 11.
. is an industry, is 4.000 years-40 that human beings heed in Central
Mr. :aid Mrs. -lea Latimer visited
centuries-es-Mr How -much progress American eirtages anyohere frcen
Mrs. Ada Mahan Sunday. Mrs.
have - vie made, he aske.d! We 2,001) to 7.000 year ago.
Mahan is ill.
haveal even lichen the den
. aeona
rap ic
NEW YORK 'Ur' -A mu" Ina- TrIITTIUMZE' persons Selisrtive to
0 •
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Latimer tenthon.
!Mien Institution expedition is fitral lung designed to save lives in poison ivy plant
"Where People Get welly'
ed in the home of Mr. and;Mnic
'Take - the electric • inthf bulb. "shaking- --eeploiaticeits-th Panama deepte ate caees 0tpneumonta and
Associate Profeieer Cheilee. R.
James Brandon Sunday afternoon.
. white!! is a- little over a half a near Parita. abdin 100 miles sotah- other disease, of the chest. has Dawson of Columbie's department
FREE CONSULTATION
Jack Newport is redecorating
cenkury old.: be 'cried
•
, wen: of the Canal Zone.
•
passed. experunental tests. It is of chemistry in summarizing de_
his house inside and out.
• k started out as _a trickle of ' In additien to the pre-Chrishan: :each, new for trials on humans
velopments said:
•
Mrs. Margie Bayer returned to
light.But today it lights the era site.- the. expedition has "un107 North 4th St.
" We now have a great deal of
Denelentinent et the lung war
her home in Detroit Saturday after
woad- 14-lihoo: noose -4%ot/hum metered- two DOI able- 'firsts'." the announced at a- meeting of the information about the Chemical
"
a visit with relatives in .Kentucky.
brighten: the world with • its pro- society said.'
PHONE 600
American Society of Mechanical rature of the active principle in
Mes. Bayer it Mrs. Charles Morrii•
'Its ..iFfeTitiatin have heated the Engineers by Louis J Guarino, one poison ivy. We have understood'
---IVrtkr - No-Murray, Kentucky
Reps Reid Murray And Auguit first urn burials ever to be 'tin-. of four brothere v•Ho designed and fir some time its skeleton structue
mother.
Andersen from the great; ,faort earthed between Ecuador and the built the device.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie Richardson'
it toe+, but only recently beet., we
•-•
states of Wisconsin 'arid -Minnesota. Soetheastern United- States.", the
were' the weekend guests id their
Guarino. a hose brother, Dr. John realized 'that the active princi
in *hat order bushed in shares:, National Geographic said. "They
son Johnnie in the home of Mr. and
actueily is a mixture of several cornp'tics
It Guarino. •Lowell.
along with other - members cif' •-he" Wear have discovered the
Mrs. Charles Morris.
irat invented the ideirosaid the lung having the same skeelzdetaibut dif- STRAW BAG TO MATCH-New wrinkle
in spring accessories
committee
group of man-made mounds tp.,
lentils in certain etzlict
,Mr. arid Mrs. Ralph Darnell pur1
details."
Brook-oasement
in
is a straw hat with a bag to match. This natural leghorn has
Was built in a
'pie Hon Mr Doksen then took Icentea in Panama
chased a new electric singer sewHe said the...one-joy-Chemical prob- R deep-crowned toque with a tiny brim,
lyn.
•
white
maline
swathhis .Teudience, which included no
Obteets Found
ing machine lastomakeno •
lem that reielaine- to be solved is the
ing tile crown. The box bag Is also of natural leghorn.
The artificial lung, as explained
• more than a couple &nen on a
Most -nf the objects ,
ound . in
Rev. H. F. Paschall- filled his
development-6f a methuel of sepaa
small
glass
Goarino.
resembles
.by
tout of the world. To India. There. those areaa thus. far "ore behevnl
regular Sunday morning and Sunrettneh _ea(identifying su'Elt cornFor your Barbecue Sandese none he was 1.41-- hand. wi•lif0 .a believeli to bederse to the two eerie chaMbeteaterat the size of a man's
that differ only very slight, family spent Sunday with Mr. and day night appointments at Hazel
wiches and Sandwiches of
mattein and a- half people starved. tune; -preceding-'the -Spanish can- fist. The device. he said, simulates 1 •
Baptist church. Insplratienal sern structure,
Mrs. Bernard Jones. Afternoon call- mons
all kinds, and Soft Drinks
and he was beipless lifht° The fer- quest of this area.- The.
, ,reinded outside- the body. the physioloescOl
were
heard
at
both
hours.
A
"We have recently aevesoped a
- tally of the Feud earth was'net- pee- red elates white and Purple pot- procethea of the humeri Wrote
ers were Mn, and fairs. Connie goodly number. 231, were present
metaled that shows great promise
LYNN GROVE, KY.
. serhed. He %en: front there to tery 'of -one of the most sophisti- blood is drawn from the'pa
Black, Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Wilk- at Sunday School.
in that respect.- he said.
oxide,
of
ca
body.
cleaned
n
China. England and Palestine. etc. cated and sittracum types made in
inson and family, Mr. John Metro
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Floyd shopped in
kle, and Mrs.. Novil Pendergrass
The. research, according to Dr.
Ronald Crouch, Owner
gowi. new mover' and then reHe added that, speaking of soil aboriginal. America." •
.
Paris Monday.
Dawson. broteght out the discovery and family Were Sunday guests of tosh and Mr. Brach Undert;ood. h
y.
nal formula Or as •nearly as ensIt apparertly was made in 'the stored to the
I am sure the esteem leave.: and
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Glees spent
that there is a close relationship Mr. and Mrs. Bun Harlan Hughes
whp don't we vs back-to the orien- 14th and 15th rentnries.
Gur
d the des ice had been
• •
one day the past week wee Altie
between sensitivity to poison ivy and family.
_
_ " ., .14 one Anneal den she archeeules- used ssts,idiiy on experimental
and Carlene Lamb. Mr. Glass has
and a wide variety of substances
Mr. and Mrs. P.'C. Riley spent
s• "The good earth.- he - said 'used guts made what the -society called animals
:aid materials, both natural and
just completed a new smoke house.
Sunday with Mrs. Nannie Pullen
te, enee ide us' a an all of the "an unusual find."
.
•
manufactured.
Visitors of Attie arid Carlene
and
Torn.
It was.a necklace consisting of
veto:nine we needed . Then. ali of
c possibility of a treated 'slaw:
He said the studies explain „why
Lamb last week included F.utrene,
Harvey Smith returned home
a -sudden we found we lacked te8. hurnen teeth all of them home- dust cher for' certain types of persons..*nsitive to poison ivy .freDan. and W. C. Lamb. and Mr-. and
v, ithruns. .Turned out, we dia, the front of the mouth
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Mrs Allen Page remains ill.
Once the irritant is found and
- there any rflOpe. 'the man from Beiniford H Jester of Texea The saving much needed grain without properly identified. Some relief for
Sue and" Ted Carrot spent Satur- Mrs. Lester Keller and Kate. Phil.,
Double
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INDIANS ADDED
TO FOOTBALL SKED
AT MURRAY STATE
Athletic, Directot Roy Stewart
has announced that Southeast Missouri has been added to the 1948
football schedule at Murray State
College. The Indians of Cape Girardeau will fill the open date on
the Murray sked.

DERBY HOPEFUL—B. F. Whitaker's My Request is considered one of the top candidates for the Kentucky Derby, to
be run at Churchill Downs on May 1. Jockey Eddie Arcaro
is up on the horse, which won the Free Experimental Handicap at Jamaica, N. Y., recently.

The contest will be played in the
Missouri city on October 23. The
addition will give the Thoroughbreds a ten game card for this fall.
Five of the games will be played
at home and the other five will be
on foreign fields.
Cape and Murray last met on the
gridiron in 1931, and the Breds won
that game 32-6. In the series running from 1926 through 1931, Murray won five times to the Indian's
one.
The encounter will mark a renewal of athletic relations between
the schools after a one-year lapse.
They met in basketball for severaL
years until the past season when
Southeat Missouri did not appear
on the Murray schedule.

DERBY CANDIDATE—Better Self, with jockey Warren Mehrtena up, King Ranch's Kentucky Derby hope, is shown in the winner's circle at Jamaica, New York, after winning
the $30,000 Paiimonok Handicap. The three-year-old colt is a stablemate of Assault, the
triple-crown winner of 1946.

Navy Losing Ground
In Battle Against
Nature In Pacific
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NEW LOOK MATTRESS—Ex-GI Donald L Brown of Newark, N. J., is eliminating the back-breaking chore of mattress-turning for the modern homemaker. He is speeding
- production, of a new three-part product, called Zipperest,
each part can be handled as easily as a pillow. When
zippered, the parts make one complete mattress.

By JAMES E. ROPER
APRIL WEATHER 80 FAR IS
United Press Staff Correspondent
TYPICAL-WEATHER BUREAU
KWAJALEIN, Marshall Islands
WASHINGTON. April 8-April's
(UP) - America's naval installatfirst seven days were a sample of
bons at Kwajalein are decaping.
A.B.C. Washers. A.B. ApartSalt spray carried in by the typical April weather, the U. S.
ment Electric Ranges, Electric
the
away
Irons, and Small Appliances.
trade winds is rusting
Bureau reports, with all
Weather
acidtempoiM-y installation with
sorts of
The Navy does not sorts of things going in all
lIke
JONES ELECTRIC
have the money to rebuild.
places. There were heavy rains up
SHOP
The Kwajalein atoll a ring of and down the Atlantic coastal area,
small coral islands and reefs, en- with sudden floods in the South.
Lynn Grove, Ky.
Boyd Jones, Owner
closer a lagoon nearly 65 miles There was spotty drought, with
•
long, a dozen times as big as Pearl blowing dust, over the southern
Harbor.
plains. There was frost over much
Naval officers here would like to of the northwest and parts of the
make this a fleet anchorage. a key midwest, There was some snow in
base in the series of trans-Pactfic the Rockies.
that American
stepping stonse
Farmers, however, are used to
forces fought so hard to win. Intheir April. and they have gone
stead, they combat rust and scavahead with their spring work reenge the surrounding islands to
Call on' us for
gardless, except where the fields
find materials to keep Kwajalein's
were too completely muddy, as
.haitallationa functioning.
Drugs, Cold Drinks,
over wide reaches of the South.
Ghost Island Now
---• Paints
planting is almost completed
Corn
ghost
with
dotted
is
The atoll
Texas And is getting
southern
in
rows
etc.
by
Cosmetics,
partitioned
Islands. One is
Seeding is
in Missouri.
and rows of warehouses that now started
,
on in the cotton lands of Arisag and collose Another island, going
southern California, but
which used to refuel the Navy's zona and
it back in
fighting ships, still has its big stor- wet fields are holding
cotton belt. Oats are
age tanks with thousands of gal- the main
North as southlons of deisel old, btt the rust being sown as far
ern Minnesota.
rotted pumps will not work.
WATCHFUL MOTHER—Canine mother anxiously oversees her -children's" first contact
Roin and Namur islands, the
with medical science during a Memphis. Tenn., campaign to inoculate all dogs against
northernmost bits of land in the in the chain of American air and
rabies. A few minutes later the veterinarians thought it over and decided against shots
•
atoll, have scores of vehicles fall- sea bases extended from Califorget it, or it can't be had
" for pups under six months of age
DURHAM, N..(.. April 14 (UP)ing apart where they are now nia through Honolulu, Johnston
The final game of the spring series
parked.
Island, Kwajalein and onto Guam.
Firestone and U. S.
between the Cincinnati Reds and
Krawajalein has the temperature
It is 1.600 miles past Johnston
Royal Tires
which and 1,600 miles short of Guam.
the Boston Red Sox, in which the
conditions
and moisture
two years.
Reds lead four games to two, was
lab or a tor y experiments have Because of the mid point location.
Lemon.
Bob
Black,
Feller.
Don
FOR A WORLD OF
scheduled. for today at Roanoke.
shown to be perfect for rusting Kwajalein is a refueling point for
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Bob Muncrief and either Steven
Va.
Nails in walls turn red, and the all Army and Navy air traffic beSERVICE
Gettell will be the
Al
or
Gromek
Everett 4/led) Lively was picked
metal parts of floor lamps crumble tween California and the East
IN 'NorthFourth St.
regular starters with the veteran
VERIFIED LUBRICATION
-•-- - to pitch for Cincinnati, and. Dave
Coast.
hit 116 to lead the Tribe out- Les Webber and two rookies. Gene away.
By. LEO H. PETERSEN
Murray. Ky.
Phone It
'
iBo) Ferriss for Boston!-Naval officers seeking to pre-ROCKER SERVICE-field offensive last year probably Bearden, a I6-game winner with
buildfor
argue
yeshere
Kwajalein
Sox
Reds
the
serve
The
beat
(UP)
13
NEW YORK, April
Your ear moving while
Wrestling Paris, Tenn.. Thursday
will open in left with Hank Ed- Oakland last year, Charley Wen of concrete blocks, with fit- nae
terday, 8 to 6, as Frankie Baum- The Cleveland Indians are being wards, who
greasing
has been plagued with sloft, purchased from the Yankees ings
aluminum.
and
brass
copper,
of
tings
two
stole
three
and
hits
holtz made
touted as the team which could injuries the last two seasons in and Bob Kuzava, a 14-game winwant great new storage
They
bases.
surprise them all in the 1948 Ame- right
'ner from Baltimore, fighting for
•
tanks for fuel oil for naval ships,
rican League pennant race.
But Doby, Clark. Hal Peck, Pat the other jobs on the staff
and gasoline for airplanes.
ANDERSON S. C., April 14 (UP)
Aar-airtight infield and strong Seerey and Thurman Tucker are
Water Is Problem
-Joe Kuhel, manager or the Wash- pitching staff headed by Rapid still very much in the picture.
WITH A NEW
1417 Main
Phone 414
Anything less than such a wellington Senators, was faced with a Robert Feller appeared to assure Doby has been the spring surprise
base, they
planned, permanent
$100 fine today for being tossed out the Inchans of a first division berth of the club. When Boudreau shiftWell folks. here I am back with argue is a waste of funds. They
of yesterday's game against the and there are a lot of baseball ed him to the garden he figured
news items.
few
a
cite the water problem.
-Philadelphia Phils.
has
club
the
he would send the Negro out for
men who feel that
Because the island has no fresh
Mr. Orville Fulcher who is in
Kuhel wasn't around at the end been strengthened to such extent a year of minor league seasoning,
While they last we will install in your car a guaranof the game as his team ended a that it is a definite pennant threat. but he clouted the ball at such a the veterans hospital in Marion, Ill., water, the Navy has to distill sea
operated on for gall' stone water It uses distilling equipment
was
three-dry losing streak with a 7
teed reconditioned engine, complete with new clutch
It all depends on the outfielders. clip and learned the fine arts of April 1. He reports to his family that
forces brought
American
to 4 win."-lie was ejected by umand Small Appliances
are eight men in camp bat- outfield play so quickly he is sure
There
that he is getting along as well as ashore after they captured the
pire Bill Stewart for alleged benchand throw-out bearing if needed.
REPAIRED
tling for the three jobs. Three of to stick with the club at least un- can be expected. We hope Mr. Ful- Island from the Japanese in a fivejockeying, which carries the autothem may be what the doctor or- til the May 20 player limit deadcher is soon well and back home. day battle in June, 1044.
Home rum/
matic $100 penalty.
Includes oil and gaskets and READY TO GO.
"Fhird and Walnut Sts.
dered to correct the garden weak- line. Seerey still hits that long
The equipment is so aged that
He is a well known and successful
were hit by Earl Wooten and Tom
bk11
out
but
too
strikes
much
Indians
the
prevented
which
ness
$159.50
ALL FOR
the Navy is spending $200,000 this
McBride of Washington and Jackie
434 with farmer of the east side of Murray.
Phone 1035
from finishing higher than fourth while ClarkMiss Ethel Fulcher spent last year to keep it going. The Navy
Albright and Del gnnis of the Phila.
Newark
last
and
in
year
.373
24
-place last year.
$185,000 in new ap•
games with the Yankees, was con- Saturday in Murray visiting with says that for
Manager Lou Boudreau, howpropriations, it could buy permafriends.
NASHVILLE, Tenn., April 14
a
sidered
such
prospect
promising
appear worried
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Arnold nent rain catching equipment that
1UP-The Detroit Tigers today ever. does not
Phone 170
about his outfield. He blamed the that the Indians gave up one of
211 Main
had an Easter egg hunt for their would end the continuing expenses
boasted a new "double-threat" star
their
front
line
Emhurlers.
Red
Indians failure to do better last
four children. As guests that day of distilling.
--pitcher Fred Hutchinson.
for
bree
him.
on their tact of fundamenKwajalein is an important link
In addition to hurling the Tigers season
The infield will et.ature the best they entertained the following:
He may have something
HowTodd.
Hubert
Mrs.
and
Mr.
to a 12 to 2 victory over the Nash- tals.
base
shortstop second
'combination
but the lack of heavy hitard Lee and Hilda Gray Todd, Mrs
ville Vols yesterday, Hutchinson there,
ting outfielder also was definite in baseball For all-around excellled the Detroit attack with four
ence as a shortstop. Boudreau has Amanda Arnold, Mr. and Mrs. Riley
club,
1947
his
to
safeties. He gave up six hits and handicap
no peer in the game today and Dunn and daughter, Eva Lee„ Mrs.
The three men who may give Joe Gordon doesn't have to take Pearl Green, Mrs. Ellen Harris
two runs irrthe six innings he pitched. Home runs were hit by Hal the outfield shot in the arm it a back seat to any second base- and daughter, Carla Jean. They nil
Wagner of Detroit and carmen needs are Walt Judnich. acquired man in the league.
ported a nice time.
• from the Browns; Al Clark, who
Maur() of Nashville.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Self and
At first it will be big Ed Robin-- SEE —
came to the Indians from the Yan- son to open the season, but if. he daughters, Carrie and Clara. wens
•
ATLANTA, Ga. April 14 (UP)- kees and Larry Doby. the Negro falters either Elbie Fletcher or dame/ guests of Mr. and Mrs Rich.
The Phi lacielph ia Athletics were who was converted into an out- Hank Greenberg. the part-owner. ard Self and family Sunday.
MORGAN & CO.
left today with only one catcher fielder.
So long for this time,
player-coach, will be ready' to
HAZEL, KY.
Although he hit only .258 with take over. Veteran Ken Keltner
available for duty-Herman Franks.
-Lone Hand.
dihe
when
year
last
Browns
the
Catcher Warren (Buddy 1 Rosar
has looked better than ever this
and
first
between
time
.his
vided
has gone to Buffalo, N. Y., where
springtand will be at thEtZ.
If all the conductors in the cabs,
the outfield. Judnich appears sure
That leaves Johnny Bernardino. les from an .Iowa class battleship
to open the season as the Tribe's one of the better infielders in the
were placed end to end, they
PUMPING
eanater fielder. Dale Mitchel. who league while with the Browns
would reach from Newfoundlan4
TO
_I
GOODBYE
last year. and Al Rosen, a promis- In the British Isles, or from DenCAMP '
11111110111
his grandmother died. -Mike Guerra ing rookie who hit 349 with Okla- ver, Colorado. to Philadelphia, apDouble Duty
ODORS
left the team in Tampa to take his homa City last year out in, the proximately 1,700 miles.
NO MORE
'CESSPOOL AND
family to Philadelphia.
cola. But they will be ready to
SEPTIC TANK
• HU
ROOTS
The A's beat the Atlanta Crack- step in if one of the regulars
Paul Stanlee vs. Red Roberts
TREE
CLEANER
DISSOLVES
ers yesterday,.60„to 0. behind the should need aid.
Ai,.
fine' four-hit pitching of southpaw
It could all add up to the best
;num
Good lo• 1:),siln•q•
DIGGING
Lou Bristle. The rookie hurler infield in the business.
G
—
LIMN
S
•Ps — losip•pe
T,
struck out five batters and walked
The Indians lack catching depth.
Gib's
Pools —
1111111111
only one.
After Jim Hegan, the no 1 man,
Tress Roofs—Odors
GREASE
In Cesspools wk.*
IDIISHSIOLVES
•
the club has only four rookies, all Ti., mask-Draught may help aleepless.
Septic Teaks
WICHITA FALLS, Tex., April 14 of whom may be a year or so nem If the only reason you can t sleep
Is because of oonstipation. Black-Draught,
'I."
(UPI-Sam Zoldak. a candidate to away.
the friendly laxative. Is tutially prompt
hurl the opening game of the seaniost promising of them is and thorough when taken as directed
Tbe
Tall mode.* clieralc•I destarrfises gold.
No 19,0•• •.$1.0011i••, VOI•0411101y pumping
son for the St. Louis Browns, -foe Tipton, who hit .376 with Wil- It costa only a penny Or less a doos
34 Moors
cad siekleaf resat.* la II
ad flee;ftie up of cesspools. Sepsl,
That's why It has been a best-seller
ad 0.1944
strengthened his bid for that job kesbarre last year.
sisals is• pools. vests
NO SHUTDOWN of pool se link sioceswith four gmeratiems. If you are troussiry oldie cheinkal Is worlds*,
yesterday when he combined With
Boudreau believes he solved ell bled with inch sYlnitootil as loss of
Hens's 0.• roost reli•bla and imethod
he
when
Wichita
the
beet
Fannin
to
Cliff
troubles
pitching
headache, upset stomach, flatuhis
grease.
appetite,
*
dissolyis
sal:itself,
•ad
CONTAINERS
5,
SO.
LI.
IS,
100
II
gaol
,goofy.
0'
,
siodde. kair. Cloth cad onwr soroaa.c.,
Falls Club, 10 to 2.
landed Russ Christopher from the lence, physical fatigue, sleeplessness,
BRING THIS AD
bad breath- and If there
haziness,
mental
I The local team made only five Athletics. He will divide relief
symptoms are des only to constipation hits, getting single tallies .in the chores with Ed Kleiman, the res- then me what Black-Draught May do for
cue ace Of the club for the past row. Out I Wks.* Ws/.
Phone 72 fourth and ninth innings.
Street

Electric Wiring
and Service

ment..
By United Press
Rigney is suffering from a pain
HOUSTON, Tex.. April 14 (UP1-7-in his shoulder which has preAdding a five-hit shutout to his no- vented him from throwing- normal
hitter, little Murry Dickson today for the past three weeks. Hartung
loomed as the number one pitcher has been bothered by a nervous
on the St. Louis Cardinals staff.
facila affliction which' has hampThe short right-hander, who held ered htsNtching. Both wiUbe
champion New Y(Itic treated at Harkness 1Javilion.
.the world
Yankees without a single bungle
The Giants' spring series with the
two weeks ago, had his curve ball Cleveland Indians stood even at
dancing yesterday when he blanked six games each after the Indians' 7,
the Chitago Cubs, 4 to 0. The five- to 2 victoiy yesterday.
hitter was Dickson's second route•
going job of the spring and made
INLIANAPOLIS, Ind., April 14
him the (boding nominee to pitch (UP)-The New
Yankees
York
-41:ik opening game.
were scheduled to meet the Indian•
apolis club sa! thlaAnierican Associ•
WICHITA. Kan., April 14 (UP)- ation here today.
Shortstop Bill Rigney and pitcher
The Yanks' exhibition ga me
'Clint Hartung of the New York against the Memphis Chicks of the
Giants were enroute to Nevi York Southern Association in Memphis
today for special._ medical treat- yesterday was rained out, the first
cancellation of the spring for the
New Yorkers after 34 games.
•
NEWARK, N. J., April 14 (UP)
The Boston Braves, working their
way back to the Hub City, were
slated to clash with the Newark
Bears of the International League
here today.
The Braves' game against the
Naval Academy at Annapolis, Md.,
We have it or we will
yesterday was'rained out.
•
tell you when you can

\1111•1111111111111111Mft.
'IN HAZEL

Murray Paint and
Wallpaper

Turnbow Drug Co.

Phone 323
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'ell"
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Hendon's Service
Station

Cleveland Indians Seen As Surprise
Team In 1948 American League Race

Melugin Standard
Station

Enjoy Spring and Summer Vacationing

Mountain View News

Reconditioned Ford Motor

RADIOS

BILLINGTON-JONES MOTOR CO.

ROBERT ROSS

S

Ohm Mills -Portrait Studios

--

• Distiodivo Portraitura- by tbs..Plation's Studio

[

Special Advertising Offer
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ONE 8x10 VIGNETTE PORTRAIT

Can Black-Draught
Help Sleeplessness?

ELIMINATE

610,. . . . . . i 1

..•

a
•.

For Only spo

Studio Location ------ NATIONAL HOTEL
Hours 12 a. m. to 7 p. m.

ONE DAY ONLY... FRIDAY, APRIL 16

Calloway County Lumber Company
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Kirksey P.T.A.
Has Last Meeting
Of School Term .

Club News
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next year.
The summer round-up for preschool age children will be held
May 5 at 10:00 o'clock. with Dr.
J. A... outland in oharge. All mothers will be notified at what time
of day to brir.g their children. The
first grade children who did not get
the health examination can on this
day' Any child of the community
can get vaccinated against communicable diseases.
Adjournment to the gym for recreation led by Mrs Hansel Ezell.
After a gay time together we were
invited out to the lunch room for
delicious refreshments served by
Mrs J H Walston and Mrs. Johnme Walker.
Mrs. Jahnnie McCallon's . fourth
grade room had the most mothers
present and received the banner.

•••••

NEW
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/OR SAL

Resistant
ed to i
Rae Worn
ted for K
tom soils.
No other
duction.,
bens. Fui
the folio,
Thurmonr
Shilo; Rs
Rhea
blood GT
Farris, Pc
Penny; eti

hew

It takes a little- figuring to providei and will probably give you the last
green salad leaves all summer from harvest-of. lettuce before midsummer
the home vegetable plot. All the heat begins to make this crop go to
salad greens are short harvest vege- seed.
tables, and the chief one, lettuce, does
During the hut weather we may denot like hot weather.
pend On broad-lea%ed esearolle, which
There is no better way to make sure takes 90 days to mature. By sowing is
your family has 'a daily dose of
row April 15, at the same time as the
Vitamin A, calcium, and other nutri- first lettuce sowing, we may have it
tious ingredients which the "green, ready July 15 when trouble wit-fi
leafy" vegetables supply than by lettuce begins. Two 20-foot sowings
sensing a daily bowl salad.
of cosine, made twenty class apart,
To make sure ‘uu do it, better get "ill pros ide you with daily salad
out your pencil and make a schedule k.IVCS until- August 24.
it sawing which will provide at least
In the meanwhile you sow as a
one green salad crop for every day, succession crop to peas, turnips, beans,
from early summer to the arrival of or carrots which have becn used up
definitely freezing Weather next fall. in June, another of endive. The
These are all hardy crops and can lettuce should be ready late in August,
be sown as soon as the zround is pre- and it will be followed by the es,
pared in the spring. The date will earolle in the fall, when it is most
depend, of course, upon how far mouth delicious. This will complete your 120
you Inc.
days or more of green saLid leases,
Let us assume that you are ready to harvested continuously in fine quality
start sowing April 15. Leaf lettuce and abundant supply.
will be ready to use (thinning out
This, you will note, takes seven
leaves two inches wide) in thirty days ;operate sowings, spaced at carefully
from sowing.
estimated intervals, and requires that
- If we sow a twenty foot row Apra 140 feet of garden spice be devoted
15, it will produce daily salads for a to these tWo veeetables. Obviously
burbly of four from May 1.5 to June 4, It you sow all 140 feet at once early
and a second 20 foot row sown about in the sprier. as may be &rm. in
May .5, wijI he. ready ta...use June 5 poorly planned enriderri, you will-kravrand provide lethice until June 2:5. A a superabundance of green leases in
third sowing of the same size, if made the early summer, and do without
May 1.5, will be ready a month later the rest of the season.

• Washer-filit
tn
-111onplis• automatically.

bout-. Mai CAlltOtil today.

• See a demonstration!
&vied °niers vu get narben delivery.

Ample Parking
Space

AlSO SEE THE NEWFrigidaire Electric
for bane., foster,

IRONER
ifOrung.

Frigidaire Electric CLOTHES DRYlit
for qiess. osioniots cerise seloors.

Johnson Appliance
Company
Tel. 56

I Have You Eatew at the BUS STATION
CAFE Lately?
.
TRY US
Tommie Conyers, Owner

ISILLER
S12.39 exci
eas money
Cable Mo

Phone 615

FOR IMN
12" culve
Guerin C
Highway,

SINGER 1
Minnesota
dition-16
apt. in re

FOR SAL:
colt-H C
Sinking 'S

Happy, Binisdayl

COP wars Ens HORSE
HARRISBURG, Pa, 'UP.) -Police Sergeant Danny Carmichael
wanted to own Hummer, an 18year-old gelding, and everybody
knew it. Others refused to bid. Carmichael paid $50 a' auction for the
horse he had ridden for three years
on is police beat.

16 MURRAY

NURSERY
ROW ST&GIFT iNOPPE
800 OuvE-NONE 3644

Mr. America. Paris -Thursday

•
ravishing
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new

NO
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16th and Main

• Hands never touch water.

II the Ledger & Timea.Classified Ads

1 LOCALS

HONGKONG MAY ABANDON
PICTURESQVITE RICKSHA
' Hirtiari Graham and -family have
110NOKONG (12.P. is- Hongkong
•-• ved into the Setton residence, may bet-Anne the first hhee in the
diner Fifth and Walittit streets. rikst Far Mr-ro eliminate the,. age-old
cerdly vecated by the Frank W4- ricksha as transportation.
lghtry
-faintly. who are 'hew 07 •
ou
A three-wheeled 'Traitor driven
1 pying the F. ht. Perdue home.
"rikrnobile" has been found satisplace on South Eighth.- street. -- factory after police tests. About
•• - . • • s .
- 150 will be imported if offirsal for- •..
'Mrs W. E. King has returned to eigri exchange can be arranged,
her home in Memphis. alter visiting according to the assistant uperwith her sister, bliss.Retibie Wear. intendent of police. Geoffrey Bin' 1.this city.
• .• . stead.
,
, ••
The "rikmobite" resembles the
Mrs. '3. L. JoneS returned to her
, Xi---irzie
-- -here. -Multi lifin-th street,
NOTICIt-Tbe Maude Cohnon
from a visit with her, _sister. Mrs
WasbIngette is fully equipped
W. E. Hutton. ahd family, Dickson.ith all new Maytag Washers.
,
7atm
Same location, same service
• •
as before. We will appreciate
• Mrs Annie Wear, who has been
your badness.
residing 'on Soush -Sixth street. has
moved to iipattreents in the Miss
'MAUDE COHOON
Kathleen Patterson home, North•
OKLA WALSTON
Fourth street.

• They're spun damp dry.
• They're cleaner, whiter.

PULLORU
that will
Approved
ching ch9
days. BOI
avoid diss
erals avs
cry.

HAYS & FIELDER
Quality
Foods

• Washes 8 lbs. of clothes in
less than o half-hour,

,FOR SALE
ler auto
Will fit I
ler or 13
Fielder, 1

FOR EVENING-For gala occasions, this Jean Patou evening gown combines slipper satin with black mousseline.
The skirt is. black striped turquoise blue and the fitted
bodice all black with a twisted turquoise and black halter.,
A flounce of tRhu.sseline edges the -petticoat and appears at!
the hem, and a filmy mousseline Cape completes ensemble.!

three - wheeled Inns orcycles which
American firrns lab for deliveries. April 11 Boyd. Carter. - •
Two passengers are seated behind April 24 Wayne Bazzell,
the driver and are protected from April 30 Billy Turner.
the weather by a plexiglas.s hood.
It does up to 35 miles per hour and
makes 70 miles per gallon.
.

you

.. . .tho•• certain

FOR &ALI
nut. Peni
C. A. Hat

• .p•

• Broad Leaved Endive Supplants Lettuce in Hot Weather.

Woom's old problem
relieved by 2-way help

clothes and soap, set 1h• dial
and forget it.

.7

eal.••• •••••r•le •••

Homeniakers To Meet
At New Concord
•

•

WEDNI

by WATKINS E WRIGHT

Monthly Bridge Club
Meets At The
Kopperud Home Mo9.

tt,
‘•

Locals

Weddings

Loris Raymond has gone to "Here's hoping my old bathing suit
New York in search of a musical is at least presentable."
career, but finds the going diffiBut when she reached New York,
cult. as does Carey Carson. a she shopped around for a new one.
young would-be architect. The,
"It's awfully abbreviated seems
meet, became friends, and bear to me." she said when a salesold
wealthy
Potter.
a
Roland
of
woman held up a suit for her inbachelor, who wants to help a spection.
worthy young married couple by
"I snow. my dear. said the woParing them to act as caretakers man."But it's the latest thing out."
on his Long Island estate. Loris She looked Loris over admiringly.
and Carey decide to marry tem- ••N'oleve got Just the figure for it."
porarily. as a strictly business
-Very well." Loris decided. "I'll •
basis, in order to get the job. take it."
They are hired. Mr. Potter leaves
Then as she left the store she
on a cruise, and shortly after thought of herself as a little hussy
'hey
estate
on
the
settled
are
they
-You're going to doll up in that
meet Iris Wrenshaw. a beautiful sinful bathing suit Just to compete
and wealthy young woman who with Iris Wrenshawr she accused.
takes a fancy to Carey. He re- She told herself that it wasn't besponds. not only because she is cause she wanted tia make a hit
attractive. but because be feels with Carey. It was only because her
her contacts may help him with intuition told her that iris Wrenhis career as an aschitect. Loris. thaw was far more interested in
despite herself, shows signs of Carey, the man, than she was in
jealousy. They patch up a petty Carey. the architect-and that she
quarrel and co to the Boulevard ought to do all she possibly could to
Inn, a roadhouse, to dance. An keep Iris from making a fool of
amateur contest is announced
him
and they decide to try .for the
From the store she went to sevjob
permanent
the
and
prize
S50
eral agencies that specialized in
awarded to the best entertainers, work for musicians. "No.
for ('arty sings and Loris plays they said. "There's a flood ofsorry."
pianthe plans They are happy in ists on the market. Miss Raymond
their plans. and Las Wrenshaw -a dime a dozen, it would seem."
is fargotteib--Loris was practically out of
cheerfulness when she dropped
CHAPTER XIV
into her old agency to pay Mr.
ALTHOUGH Carey had felt Murphy has commission.
"What's up?" Mr. Murphy wantz-L the effects of the roadhouse
ed to know, eying her. "You look
wine the night before, he down?"
awoke refreshed and clearLoris had to smile at the "up"
headed. And he remembered and the "down." She sank into a
chair.
the cake with the chocolate
'Same old story." she said.
frosting and the marshmall3w
"Pianists are thicker than flies."
filling. He got out of bed.
"Ob. well, you don't have to
slipped quietly down the stairs worry-for awhile anyway," said
Mr.
MurPhy."What with that good
and drove rapidly into the villob down at Linden brook. How goes
lage.
everything by the way?"
The cake was still at the bakery.
"Fairly well." said Loris.
and he bought it. He also shopped
"How's hubby?"
office, and there he got
post
at
the
"Who?"
Mrs. Wails Bury, food leader
a note from Mr. Potter's lawyer.
"Your husband."
will give a demonstration on "Sal- and incleeed was a check for their
"Oh!" said Loris. She smiled
ads" to the New Concord Home- second month's salary = his and
somewhat crookedly. "I'd actually
makers Club on Friday.. April 16. Loris'.
forgotten for the moment that I
at 1:30 p.m., at the home of Mrs.
He felt like a millionaire as he had such a thing. He's fine thank
hack borne, and his eyes were you. When I left this morning he
Aubrey FUITte
shining when he walked into the was planning to haul the cabana
Visitors are ahvays welcome.
kitchen, the cake in one hand and down to the beach." She glanced
•••
the check in the other.
at her watch. "Which reminds me
"Where have you been" said that I have a new bathing suit and
Loris, turning from broiling bacon must get back in time to christen
as
range.
-it,'.. awoke feeling like a Million:"
said 'Carey."And I rushed in to it oLUCKY girl"
ignim
Mr. Musplei
e.
Thumb.. RIO'S LS
the cake before seine other husped nis perspiring brow."RaeThe Home Deportment of the band bought it for his wife."
ing
a
private
bathing
beach,
cowsMurray Woman's Club will meet at
"Carey, you didn't"
try air—"
3 o'clock at the Club House
"Yeem. I shore did." Carey
There's always one drawback,"
plared the cake upon the table. said Loris. "To the job at Potter's
"lluzge she be!" lie waved the place. I mean.'
check."And here's our living!"
-What's that?"
"Another check?"
"Always hanging over me Is the.
"Ym'in. And well-earned, If YOU knowledge
that, come fall-go hsb.
should ask me."
but anyway Carey and I are grate•
Loris began putting the break- ful to you for keeping
us from
fast upon the table. "Come on. and
April it, Wednesday-K E A spring eat. I want to catch the ten-thirty starving throughout the summer."
..You trill try to grow fond or
vacation. April 15. 16 17. IS
train to the city. now that we've got each other, though won't
you!"
April 22. Thursday-SA l. Ameri- another month's Pay. I want to Day Sir Murphy
'urged. -maybe euten
can music program. recital hall. the last of my back rent, and get think I'm a ,on of male matchsome music I left with the land- maker. but-well. I think
8 15.
yolfre a
lady.
Pretty fine pair of youns folks. and
April 23. Friday-Commerce meet"I see." Carey helped Loris to I want to see you happy."
mg-One day coeferem-e-high bacon, and supplied his own plate.
-But what makes you so sure
school "commerce teachers.
"Better get yourself a bathing suit. growing
fond of each other will
April 24, Saturday--Tr Sigma ban- too While you're away I'll haul the make Carey and me happy?"
quet and dasce. Women's Club esbivaa down to the beach. Swell
"I don't know egicUy." said Mr.
swimming weather now,"
• 'House. 6:30 pm.'
Murphy. "But it's just there-that
"I've got a suit stored at the
April 25. Sunday-Tr Sigma break- morning house." said Loris. "It may is all I can say."
. Prom Mr. Murphy's office Loris
fiat at the Hut, 9:30 a rr.
be full of moth noles and terribly went to
the rooming house.
out of date. But I reckon It'll doShe paid her former landlady the
since our beach Is private."
balance
due her on back rettL
Como Csrtez vs Tex H
'What time will you be back"
got the book of songs she wanted.'
"111 try to make the four-thIrte as
well as some other things. mad
express. I'm also going to call on hurried
on to Pennsylvania Stasome people to see if a job has
Her seerits rose with each turn
tion
turned up vane plate."
of the wheels that were
"But you've got a job." Carey out to landenbrook. All taking her
at once a
reminded .
WE:at 14 do far woman I oldest prob.em
wave of eagerness to be with Carey
"Until October only There's no swept over
functional monthly pain? Many a girl and :
her. It rather took her
Velma has awasd Uri answer In CAR- I harm In getoing somulenst lined up
breath "Why. It's almost as though
DC111 2-way help. You sok CIADIII may
for when my career Kr Mrs. Carson Carey wer • really my husband and
make tattoos lots easier for you in either
comes to an end."
I wa.s Ionizing to feel the comfort
of two ways: ilt started 3 days Ware
and protection of his arms." she
' your Woe" and taken as directed on the
ATER at the station. Carry said
label. It should help relieve functional
thought.
aw "I'll have the cabana all set by
periodic pain; Iii - taken throughout the
the time you return. You'll probmouth Wm a tants. It alassaldlillpf0•• you:
fra be coithnuedi
appeUta, aid digooUott, and thug bey
ably onioy a swim after a day in /The charactrrs in this trial dee
And tils "Live-Water" action
balld ay resistance ter the trying days hi • the city."
dome CARD7I is eclentibeally propane
"I probably will," said Loris
is really marvelous, Just pant iii,___ 1__.a
CopYrIght 11141 be &remit& gaga. WI
.,se,..,,,,,, ta.„ If
mil., „ist

-Automatic

Activities

For Daily Bowl Salad Grow These 7 Crops

The Kirksey PTA met April 8.
at 1:30 o'clock for the last Meeting
of this school term.
Mrs Hal Tucker was in charge of
the program on "Safety."
The program opened with group
singing led by Mrs Hugh Farris.
who also gave), th.
devotional.
Psalm 154th chapter. Prayer was
given by Mrs. lissesel, Ezell.
Mrs. Leonard Woods gave a very
interesting talk on "Safety" in the
home, school and community.
Report from the district meeting
at Lone Oak was given by Mrs.Johnnie Walker Suggestions were
given and discussed ‘ir. things we
Members wish to express allots,could do to improve the schooL
ciation to Mr W B. Moser and
The business session opened with
members al the Murray High
Mrs Kenneth Palmer. 'chairman.
School PTA. for the use of the eye
presiding Minutes of the previous
tester machine.
s.
meeting and the treasurer's report
svae given and approved.
Mrs. Johnnie Walker. new president. appointed committees for next
year's work_
Report on the health examination given by Dr d H Outland on
April 7. was given by Mrs. Hugh
The members aed guests ef the
Farris. first grade teacher. There
Monthly Bridge Club zr.ettigt 7:30
were 35 .children exarnmed. With Monday
evening with Dr. and Mrs.
the majority of the mothers pres- A H
Kopperud at their home on
ent. We urge all parents to im- Vain street,
-prove- -the- hetilthsof their eittldrere l'ne
hosts served delightful re'by securing the correction of phys- freshments and presented prizes to
ical defects before entering school Mrs. Dick. Winebarger and Mr.
Don Hackett for huts scores.
Seated at the three tables were
Mrs Richard Stillman, Mrs. Wendell Buikley. Mr. and M-s. Ceril
}7-ris. Mr and Mrs Robert Moyer.
M.' and Mrs. James C. Williams
M: and Mrs Don Hackett and
Mr and Mrs. Golan Hayes.
••

ot
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Exquisite nee color come
to brighten your dreams...

with daisies. It's Arternts'
,Uscittag new 'gown...
In ()arty White, too! BurNil

south bide hquare

3111 SOUTH FIFTH ST.
PHONE 246

1941
1941
194C

Igoe trine. 32 to 40.
)!

,if

One of the largest Cotton Displays .in ..•
West Kentucky

so
1••11

• •

Mrs Edward Blaine and son of
Seattle. Wash. are the guests of
their eerents, Mr. and Mrs. Grady
Miller.

1936

:
____114,r44-14-1-ead
tes-g altevietive--14fe • .
'these are dresses that can start and end
the day without a wrinkle. Dresses you''
want to live in because of.their *WAN colors, slimming lines andsoutright coolness.

Tender Green, a bloom

r

VI CENT'S

VINCENT'S
North Side Square — Mayfield, Ky.
+so v. S. Pal (Iff.
•

NOR II SIDE SQUARE
IWAYFIELD, kY.
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ILISSIHER

VSE THE

and Save Money

FOR SALE-Cut flowers, tulips, EXPERT WATCH RVAIRINGgladiola bulbs, English chrysan- Have your watch clfaned, oiled,
themum slips- Mrs I T. Craw- and regulated for perfect time
A14p keeping--all for $2.75 plus-post- FOR RENT: Apr
FOR SALE: Funk & Sons Drouth - lord. Murray Rt. 2.
talent, 4 rooms
age and insurance. Quick Service.
Resistant Hybrid Seed Corn. Treatand bath, garage, first floor, unestimate
FOR
and,
SALE-Boats
motors,
to
ROY
for
both
Mail
WADE, furnished. 306 N.
ed to resist Corn Bore and
6th St.
Aplik
Ear Worm. Special numbers adap- new and used. Some at whole- Jeweler, Clinton Street, Hickman,
A2lp FOR RENT: Three room onfurnted for Kentucky up-land and bot- sale-See Perry Hendon at Hen- Ky.
Al7p
ishid apartment. Call 7465. Aplep
tom soils. Both Yellow and White. don's Service Station.
DESTROY TERMITES. Free inNo other hybrids excell in prospection.
All work guaranteed.
FOR SALE-Brick House, East
duction. We stock all needed numprices.
References
Broadway, Mayfield. Possession at Reasonable
bers. Funk & Sons. Handled by
once. Phone 693-W-10, Murray- ftynished:-Erank McKiney, P. 0.
the following merchants: L. F.
A23p
A14c Box 471, Mayfield, Ky.
Thurmond, Murray;.-John Grogan, Mrs. C. T. Lear.
:Shill); Ralph McDaniel, Dexter;
SAN DIEGO, Cal. (U.P.)-Marine
FOR SALE: Fryers, $1.10 each. W FOR COMPLETE INSULATION
Rhea 8c Wright, Wiswell; YoungH. Wtsehart, Concord Road. Tele- SERVICE at a lower Cost call Rock Corps underwater swimmers trainblood Grocery, Coldwater; Otto
phone 739-J-1.
Apt& Wool Insulation' Co., Room 106, ed during the war penetrated Arc- Farris, Pottertown; L. L. Housden,
Gatlin Bldg. Phone 1021.
MSc tic ice and slush for below-surface
Ray
Lassiter,
Penny;
Hazel. MU FOR SALE:
forays in recent Alaskan inaneuNew Perfection stove
Used approximlitely one year. BEST BY TEST-That's why our hiers, Vice Adm. George D. Murray,
SALE--Ginny
Lind
Bed, walFOR
Phone 1188-R.
Ap16.: business has grown so much. Try commander of the First Task Fleet,
nut. Perfect 'condition. Call Mrs.
for yourself-Dixie Cleaners, Tel. disclosed here.
tr
•
C. A. Hale.
Al5c FOR SALE: Lot size 75x200. Nice 768. Thomas Crider, outlier.- MSc
Operating from submarines off
building location. Tel e p h one
Kodlk Island, the rubber -suited
SALE-New 8-tube 1948 Chrys61l-X-R.'
Apl6p
swimmers knifed through slush six
ler auto radio, $35 off list price.
inches deep and brushed against
iu eveWill fit Dodge, Plymouth, Chrys- IN.GRAM WATCHES and CLOCKS,
four-inch ice to carry out assignsseline.
ler or DeSoto cars only-George Pocket Watches $1.98; Lapel $2.50:
NOTICE-Gardens. and lets plow- ments. They were able tq,. remain
fitted
Fielder, 16th and Main.
Aisc Wrist $3.511.•
$1.98 and $2.98.
ed and fixed (cheap). I have •a in water estimated at four degrees
halter.
All prices plus 10 percent tax.
garden tractor and I can do a good below freezing for periods of more
PULLORUM
PASSED
CHICKS
ears at
Draper & Darwin
Aril&
than an hour, re-surfacinsralter
job. Call 465-R - Norman Auswill live and grow. fast. U. S.
that
semble.
missions were chmpleted.
Approved Different breeds Hattin.
Al9pc
The miln wore long underwear
ching days. Mondays and ThursNOTICE-Mr. Frank Davis will be under their rubber suits and smeardays. Book your order early to
in Murray each Wednesday •at ed their -faces with petraleuns jelly.
avoid disappointlnent Heavy cockThe swimmefs were from the
Barnett & Kerley, next to the
erels available. Murray Hatch- ROWLAND Refrigeration Service
Money back guaran- Bank of Murray, to buy, sell and First Wan ne Division reonnaisAll
makes.
A20c
sty.
'
,
tee. 12 years experience. Phone trade new and used sewing ma- sance company. led by Maj. Charles
MILLER TIRE SPECIAL-6.00x16M5c chines. Mr. Davis can repair all A. Rigaud. Swimmers from the
Navy underwater demolition team
$12.39 exchange. Guaranteed good
makes of machines, convert trea-as money will buy. Other sizes. MATTRESSES Innerspring and cot- dle models to electric, and can also took part.
Murray said that- not even durCable Motor Co.
A22c ton. All kind of mattress work by furnish attachments for any make
.
ii 5
ing the war did swimmers operate
the old established mattress man.
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY- Pick up and del. Work guranteed machine. Phone 135 for appoint- so far north. Underwater scouting
11111111k
M4c teams were developed by the Ma12" culvert and driveway tile.- Paris Mattress Company - A. M. ment.
Guerin Concrete Products. East Bell, Paris, Tenn.
Alec BALDWIN Pianos. Choose your rine Corps and the Navy during
World War II to blast obstacles
Highway. Phone 324.
Mlc
piano as the artists do. FEEZLE from enemy beaches
in pre-invaWE SPECIALIZE in COUNTRY
SINGER SEWING MACHINE - HAM, steaks, chops and
plate Piano Sales,. 323 S. 7th, Street, sion missions.
Minnesota "Model B." Good con- lunches. All kinds of sandwiehee • hlAyFIELD, Phone 1266. Southwestern Kentucky's largest exclusdition-1609 Hamilton Ave.. garage Rudy's Restaurant,
ive Plano Distributor
May6c "HARD MONEY" TIMES
apt. in rear. .
A14p
CHANGED IN WEST
•
HOUSE WIRING, Appliance repair.
COOLAIR ATTIC AND WINDOW
FOR SALE- Good /ear-old mule any electrical v.ork----Bourland ElSEATTLE UP)-A subscriber to
FANS, authorized ikaler. Hatisecolt-H. C. Clark, 1 in.le south of ectric Shop in new Riley Furnihold and commercial refrigeration a local newspaper paid the carrier
MIOC
A13p tan Si ri Phrme
Sinking 'Spring Cuurch.
Sales and service. Phone 1087. with a silver dollar.
The-young Man looked at it.
100 N. '41h "SC 'Vest Kintucky
"Is that good?" he asked.
Electric Co:
May6c
"That is the real coin of the
IF YOU ARE BOTHERED with realm.- he Aas told.
Accustomed to paper money, the
holes in your chest, you should
see Riley's for a chest diagnosis. carrier was surprised.
"I'll keep it for a souvenir.- he
kt,
This weeks special, solid Red Ce,said.
dar chest for only $19.95. was
We will offer sale at the home of
$34.50--Riley's Furniture and ApPaul Stanlee vs Red Roberts.
pliance Company.
Al5c
AMANDUS CAIN

I

Underseas Marines
Brave Arctic Ice

complain

•

13-Part in play
13- Sudden showers
lb-To dealt,
17 - What we enjoy
111 Vegetable
• ft. Empty talk
Declarer'
• 21
24
/5 French antral
article
2.9 Speaker a

,
,!
,

TS
..,

Notices

DON'T FORGE1- our Auto Auction
Sale every Saturaay beginning at
10:30, rain or chine. $2.00 if they
don't sell, $10.00 if they do sell.
Anybody can sell .. . anybody can
buy-Main Street Car Exchange
and Auction Ca, Hopkinsville
Ky.

Friday, April 16,at 10:00
the following:
Household and kitchen furniture including piano,
cook stove, beds and other items.
Two much cows, one mare, farming implements
including mower, rake, wagon and other items.

Lost and Found

TERMS CASH
CLAUD CUNNINGHAM, Auctioneer

LOST: Small yellow Jersey heifer.
5 weeks old.
Between Murray
Livestock Yards and Palma. FindznatzesemetysyzesserrysIvringraWfZeal er notify R. L. Rteves, Calvert
City. Reward.
Itp

NO MATTER WHERE YOU GO.

7
/37

than at
LAWRENCE USED CAR LOT

ik-kiall's nickname

7-Small town
S -To venture
-A..t.tanee
10-Blan of Zoe:ae
II-A belief
I4-Actual
IL-- Pot ert7
19-Line re.
it'SDill,

57

d

:I-French

e(
r
A
,45
j -

2.5-Whit istrie2S- lilt
20-feleas
27-Covered with duo'
30-11rtelpItetta
33- NnliOn
35- Valley
41-To look Cosely___
sl-ssolrmn lord
45- Worthleas scraps
47-To tilt,
48--klan's name
411-Oreek letter
50-To observe
al-Chemical suns
53-To propel a tisott
55-Father 'Coll

as

4

.17

TF
4
.

Asi
50 Y

oft

56

5
,
4

158
Val
• 111 UMW Ik•fime Iv...sic Om

Bobo listened eagerly.
Nudging 40, at which age you
Newsom could be a big help on.
don't usually hang around the Major leagues in an active capacity, the heights above the Harlem. The
questjon is whether he learned anyNewsom was worried.
During a colorful 20-year career, thing during a long spring detour
Bobo has had a lot of breaks, many which barely found its way back to
a them Dad. He had a broken a major league city.
ankle in an automobile wreck, a
broken leg when hr... was kicked by
VOTE CONFIDENCE
I a mule, a broken kneecap when PARENTS
CHAPPAQUA. N. Y. (U.P.)-Parstruck by a batted ball .a broken
atiimh nix weeks before he reached ents of students at Horace Greeley
his greateit heights id the World high school recommended that forSe.ries against thie-Reds,'and
brok- mai dances and basketball games
last longer into the night and apen collar•bone,
But what. really hurt was when Proved all-night graduation parties.
T
e ankees but
it e,eeabruwhent
on
hew
hisal
likp 4 They-said the move was an eil-=
pression of confidence in the gradh-Yey. made
.
ed into the stadium that they want- LUAUS.
ed no popoffs. And Bobo made an
exceptional effort to keep his effervescence well. bottled. 'He helped them to the pennant, lost his one
HAVE POWER MOWER AND
series start and then, anef a long
wirLt. CONTRACT 'BY LAWN
winteits wait, was let go.
The button fell oft then, but the • OR SEASON
Call JAMES
words didn't come out the same as
ROSE, Phone 853-M, 207 N. 5.

•

Let Me Mow Your
Lawn! --,

"STANDARD" 20% LAYING MASH
•

Today's Sports Para.de
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK, April 14 41.113)-One
psychological effect of vareiy having escaped being an unwanted hasbeen made a quavering question
mark today of Louis Norman ti_lebo) Newsom.
The uninhibited Bobo her, been
travelog the high road for years.
He was the only- man able to beat
-the-baseball slave_ marts_ Newsom
would talk his way into o club,
decide he didn't like if and then
talk his way out-usually as a free
agent who made his own deal
again, and with a bonua to boot.
Last July he finally made the
Yankees. And when he joined the
club, Manager Bosky Harris sat in
the cool shadows of the dugout and

weit,ched the great man warm up.
"He ha.. soft, pliable muscles,"
Harris observed almost to himself.
"If be would get down to busines.s
he ought to have two or three good
years 1.1113obo, for a cWange, behasted-himself pretty well. There were' occi.sions when Bobres puckish perversity asserted itself but he did
try to conform to the staid, conservative Yankee pattern. It was
Huckleberry _nun trying, to be a
'model child. 'So this sprint.: they let into go.
And old 'Bubo, working out confidently at the Orlando, Fla., camp
of the Washington Senatorsi waited
hopefully tor offers. But toe days
rolled by and no offers came and
the great Bobo ,lost his cockiness.
One warm afternoon 'he stood in

"I have only fourteen hens. Yesterday I got thirteen
eggs. I get eight to eleven eggs every day. I him:, always
fed Ross
'
s Standard Laying Mash."
-A Customer.
You can buy more expensive Feeds but none giving
.better resuItS fer your money than STANDARD BRAND
FEEDS. Lqpk at the analyeis on the tag. Look at the results you get and look at the price you pay.
20 per cent "STANDARD" LAYING MASH .... _ $5.15
20 per cent "STANDARD" Chick Starter
5:50
17 per cent "STANDARD" Pig and Hog Fattener
4.95

ROSS FEED COMPANY
Telephone
ir •

110 North. Third Street

101

WE DELIVER
Originators of Quality Home Mixed Feeds in
Calloway County

Imof
.

Practical Approach

By Ernie Bushmiller
•

HEL.LO,
PEEWEE
WHAT
DID
YA
BUY?

peoaN
goi
r:

ST'UFF FOR MY
GARDEN
IT'S
CALLED
PLANT
FOOD

I'M GONNA GET
SOME OF THAT
PLANT FOOD

WELL -- - COME ON,
COME ON - --, TAKE SOME 1"

lites

,
mr. ova
•4110

PLANT

MOO
ctii1141110
"

e..

Ara

fir

4
OV
411
-.
1?k„Ji,-• Copt. /Me 5, U•••••
To••44•.•.
Ta. foeU. I Poi CPU -AS ri,••• •••••••41

Ant'14

PANal AFC/SHAWL1-X):2-.
-/L

AMIE an' SLATS

Target for Tonight

By Raeburn Van Burev

LI'L ABNER

I See by the Papers

By Al Capp

WANTED: Country Hams. Will
pay cash for your hams. Weight
up to 25 pounds 45e per 'pound.
Weight over 25 pounds 40c per
pound. Bring them .to Lee's Ser"W-3
-.
Vice Statitm. Hardin, Ky. aptic

1947 FORD Ton Truck, good motor and tires, clei:n
inside and out. REAL BUY!
1942 CHEVROLET Special Deluxe Club Coupe,
good motor and tires, clean throughout.
1941 FQRD 2-door Deluxe, eadio and heater, new
motor and tires.
1936 FORD 2-door, nice and clean.
1941 FORD Pickup, good motor and tires.
1941 STUDEBAKER 2-door, clean inside and out.
1940 FORD 4-door Deluxe, radio and heater, good
motor and tires, clean inside and out.

Both
limit.

matches one

MANY OTHER GOOD USED CARS TO
a

CHOOSE FROM

LAWRENCE-USED CAR LT
Home f .aitaranteed Used Cars
,,Phone 150

-

hour

time

Vest
Datells

1939 FORD 2-door. Needs some body work, but
has good motorAand tires, for only $450..

361 Mijh

IMP!.
1-To weep
7ish
-F
riga
3- WPM,stOne
4-7C1nd ol hat
0-atososit uosMon
i abbe'

.

before. And it got worse th..ough
an -interminable wait this spring for
someone to make him an offer.
.
Now !lie Giants have.signed him
but; sigoificantly, without th? ustal
Bobo• bonus. It's a ball club with
a lot Of power, like the Red Sox:
about whom Bobo commented.
"Red Sox pitchers have it nice.
They allow seven runs and win:7:
12-7."

WANTED-One or two persons to
share expenses to California by
car. leaving Wednesday morning.
Phone 241-W,
4

You Ikon't Find

BETTER USED CAR VALUES

•

Wanted

• •

3•
,,-

78

44

4, ..0 2.

NANCY

SUPPLIES

LOST. One 20-man life raft in
Blood River Bottom. When lost.
Was turned upside down. If found
please notify George Hart. Bank of
Aplec
MuritaY.

Rd
• zi.11

21 -other

_

Services Offered

ONE MILE NORTH OF PENNY

3e. V

29

us ."-

emelt,

AUCTION SALE

ar.:3
DO
rgtar0
0-7 Mkt '

,nen

•

v2; ,
/
1
474
.
" 2.1

the locker room in his tindery:cal
when graying little Rick Ferrell,
now a Senator coach, walked in.
Batt) stopped putting the blast on
the -Xankees and asked:
"Honest. Rick, didn't Iltiok g
today?"
•
"Yeah, you had•a lot of stuff, Bobo," Ferrell replied. "You looked
g,,r.d.-

UMME REM MOM
VIM UMMOMMINI
MMEMMANNIMMEM

OR

I
I

400tJd '43(4LI
At-12'
lraII
-.1113sMt4
grAe:.411.•!
(-1,
3310

te
alude
4042- Actuality
44- Peen' new
45.-Chart
47-Sword,
31-Downy ones
54- Clasalfted
66-City in Nevada
57- Ache
3111- Body al wit.,
SO-Sketched

Pli
But fI
orrm
far.

31

nr1UL-ii

31- UpOn
34-TO fondle
33-Uncles ,dtal.).
36-To peek
37-Urged
35-Pointing In

ACIA01111

• i-re
•-Taxi
6-Buddhist dialect

-4

Ads

1.

-ROSSWORD

For Rent

Our Inquisitive Reporter!
T ,d,
ys Quest,on:-What is your

IS

profess

1114ey'%t""

reaet Ion to the •Flt,i,ma SauSeSe5'9
ii Sooppinehem Suspenders,
broker: It's a Foreign plot .•
we dortt Know who our
enemy is,so the Only
Sensibie th,ngtodo ,s
d-op atomic bombs on
every body- ond blow
everythoug upr'S•Fety

corning
to
town

P.rst;is rny rnotto^Mrs. Clambert Vapwolinte
housewife -"Flo neS, S•u
aeSeS- Neff' tan'i- even
efford the SO net that <loot
fly-the way prices are,
riowacievs.r.r It would be
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Louisville-FhTh Starts Turning
Bats For All of Nation's Ball Clubs

I Lynn Crovej-Tigh
School News
,
The Junior -and: Senior banquet
given by the junior' class of Lynn
Gisler High School was held in
the school gymnasium Thursday
night, April 1. The theme was
"May Da' Festival." There was an
interesting program with Gerald
Dunnaway as toastmaster. and HildaJo McCamish gave thea.Toast of
Royalty. The strolling musicians
were Larue Jones, Wanda Lou
Lamb, Annette Butterworth, and
Annie Jean Jones.

i

inade JUL, VA!.
in a small. woodfaurrung plant N. record has bells
kept of whether he got a lot of
LOUISVILLE.. Ky.
. Aprai-1-3•
bingles with las owii-.-bludgeons.-- There's sianythas::ie tLatta41 "
"
4 t but several _ pl•iyers on this old
it all. 1)tivin-asout. pitAers, areiEclipse
. • basebail • team'a of Louislimbering up their' throWing arms.
ville had Hillerich maltea.bats for
Here, whirring lathes herald the thorn.
production of, mor.e than 2.000.000
bats each Year. so hatters can try to . The onlv relic left of those days
_
- club the pitchers bark to ebliwona is a brukan a- agon-tongue naming
on the v....ill of the plant with the
The Hillerich & BradsbY Co..
1g Stoblel.
inacripuor,.."Pete Brownerhas made --Louisville Slugger"
July 15 )887..
7731CITILNAVy1b with-a
Business spurted when "iheabat.
•
The company supplies moot .4 the
the- aletagi ape -bate for each team in organized
baseball, and has some 6000 indi- model- merchandising plan in 1e05
vicluel-specificatieris for war-clubs. Honus Wagner was the Lest star
The company drifted into the mart- sieved: and today the conipany has
26 of these in its commercial line.
ufacture of maces.
The aRegers Hia-hsby" mociel has
The late• presiaent
it -Bud"
been in use Ions-est. but a company
Hiller's+ played sand-lot bail. He
'may keep Babe
official' said.
- Ruth's forever-"
-.---IndsSuistal-hAtp,,Yers-disnanal ditaferent cluba. Oldemer Heine Groh
Used a bet that had almost r.o taper
until it. reached the handle. It aa
leas like' a lailitIea -but the cent- pany ;fin- Sells a few of this model
i
.."Seach Year. .Then there's the "Bud.
'Sleep My Love." ,1 Hr. 35.Minft dy
a.-h-i-eh is just
Feature Starts:, I:00-lh52-510the opposite. It has an .extremely
9716
.
thick handle..
By ADAM,XELLV
United Press .apprt. Writer

( Liudette Culbert. Robt. C
Don AnieWigRasel Brooks

ENDING

WEDNESDAY

--

—

"Sleep, My Lo"

VARSITY

-THURSDAY and- FRIDAY WHEN ALAN tADO MEETS
VERONICA LAKE . . YOU'VE
GOT EXCITEMENT
IN
MI1131110M11
DYNAMITE DRAMA..
.^ 51011 Per d.t•k•ip
city of Hut
For testi.

ALAN

4

4,

4

LADD
o”d VERONICA
LAKE
win

iswas bet • Sally Cassell
I.MIst AIM • MOMS CalltESEy
KEW bump

Before you buy of Range
COME IN AND LET Us GIVE YOU A COMPLETE
DEMONSTRATION OF THE FAMOUS

TBP112.11
6214•61#

The-- gymnasium was -beautifully

decorated with a canopy of colored Crepe paper and ruffled streamers running down the side. The
tables were decorated with small
May poles. and ruffled streamers
running to each plate. The tables
were arranged in a horseshoe fashion with a large May pole in the
colortd
center with -beautiful
streamers running dawn to the
oor:'- a
The Queen's May pole dancers
were Shirley Butterworth, Sandra
Miller. Shirley'Stone. NancyMorton. Ina Lois Lawrence. Lula Ann
Coleman, Marylin Fain, . Chereie
Parks, Saldra Williams, Jean Williams, EMty Ann Rogers, Kay
1:1.11UNNCHI-Slipping past his opponents guard. Wry Medina (right), Unlvers10 tat
Treas, Francis Perry, and Zane Milwelterweight, slammed ft jarring right to the law of Edward Woods, Jr., of he
ler, The Queen was Ann Miller.
lolulu CYO during the Hate:Vian A.AU rn• FIR
who was dressed in a lovely white
nt Woods recoverfri 're"-' .0
„.,
gown and wore'a gold crown. The
Queen's-- sttLlt--was Mrs. Charles'
Miller•
Under the rules, bats can't be
Guests for the night were: Mr.
more than 42 inctres long and 2 3 4
and Mrs. Gordon Crouch, Mr. and
inches in diameter, and must be
Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch, Mr. and
made of one piece of wood. The
Mai Otis Lovins, Mr.. and Mrs.
heaviest bat now used in the maMarvin Cohlineyer, Mrs. Fred Sanjors IR 36 inches long and weighs 38
waxer
: Compared with the mighty
defer. Wd - Mrs James Scott.
Mr., and Mrs. Hilton Williams, Mr.
54 ounce
war-club Babe Ruth
and Mrs. Alex Smith, Mrs. Bonnie
swung when he broke into the big
Brumley. Mrs. Mavis McCamish,
time Ruth was Using a 38-ounce
Mrs. A. A. Doherty, Mr. and Mrs.
club when he quit organized ball.
Huron Jeffrey, Mrs. Prentice GlasHowever, Wee Willie Keeler, foungow, and Mr. Fred Shultz of Murder.,. of the "hit 'ern where- they
ray.
ain't" school, used a bat only 30,s
Everyone looked lovely and eninbe-s long in his heyday.
joyed a delicious inlet of Nectar of
Almost all baseball bats are made
of second-growth ash, but there
Fairies, Woodland 'Pork, Goblins.
the resemblance ceases for 'bigFavorite, Forest Sprouts. Elf Rings,
league players Harry Walker, last
MaYsiaBaby. Queen's Rolls, Herb
years baiting king, demands a twoTea; Fairy Toast, and May. Whip.
tone bat. It seems he wanted
Professor -Wed Shultz' made a
particular. model a few years back,
-short talk on May Time. Then
and the only one Hillerich & Bradsgoodnights were saved. "Nothing
by could scare up had been used
Now is Left but Majestic Memory."
foe stirring paint.
Lynn Grove High School will be
"The Cap" took it ,anyway-and
dismissed for Kentucky Education
promptly started on a hitting spree.
Association, which will be held in
Now ius clubs- .have to be two
Louisville April 14. 15, and 16. This
colors.
plan will make it possible for both
Babe Ruth and Babe Herman
the high school and grade school
both warted small pin knots in the
teachers to attend the meeting ill
barrel of the bat. Eddie Collins inLouisville.
sisted that his bludgeett be half
The elementary grades. of Lynn
heatiwoed aria Ohail earrivonch Dick
GPOVE SCPu$01 will be out-Apiil 12
Bartell and Al Simmons wanted
and will receive their report cards
nothing but wide grained wood in
the 12th.
PONDERS FATE OF CITY-An Arab soldier sits in -a bell
their bats. Ted Williams' will take
All twelve grades of Lynn Grove
tower of the Church of the -Holy Sepulcher, overlooking Old
nuthingbut small grain in his-and
have turned in their Slor Proat the story goes.
CRY of Jerusalem, where,speculation has arisen as to the
gram Project.
Maybe insisting on pin knots in
fate of the city. It is bell4ed that If the city is attacked with
Ann Miller. a member of the
tbe :barrel of the inn bas someexplosives, ancient buildings and churches will crumble, seventh grade. entered the state
contest of scholastics at Lexington
Out of the sixth and seventh
thing to do with it--but Herman !arises from time to time as to
and Ruth used more hats than any whether the barge 'anal, witg its grade room II students have ati.ther plays. The immortal Babe rising cargo volumes, could not i9fr tended school every day and 15
didn't break his-he gave them reality do everything expected of a have missed six days or less.
Fourteen Lynn Grove students
St. Lawrence seaway. High-salaway .for
WE DELIVER
One ef the prized exhibits of the aried state officials in charge of its entered the Annual Speech and
Hillerich & Bradsby Co.. is a base- operation answer always with an Music Festival held March 27th and
Six Days a Week
ball-weary mace retired by the emphatic "no." It's just not equip- April 9th. Those entering and their
Georgia Peach-Ty Cobb. The bat ped, they tell you, to handle ocean- ratings are as follows: Site LockCALL US
hart, Expository Profit.. excellent.
had been used so long that there going vessels.
Important Waterway
Robbie Jo Parks, Poetry Reading.
•
for your Grocery needs
was a deep indentation near the
end where Cobb had been meeting
One 9f
he most important Junior High, excellent; Doris Lee
PHONE 7884
, the ball time alter time in the same waterways in the world, the canal Farris, Peetry Reading, Senior
Isnot
stretches spider-fashion across the High. excellent; Hilda Jo McCastate some 500 miles. Coupled with mish, Oratorial Declamation, exthe Hudsor, River, its main branch cellent; Genella Hart, Radio Speaklinks Lake Erie and Buffalo with ing fair; Ann Miller Interpretive
New York harbor. Other branches Reading. Junior
superior;
lie in with lake Ontario, Cayuga, Gerald Dunaway, Extemporaneous
and Seneca Lakes to the south, Speaking. superior; Jimmy Crouch.
and Lake Champlain ti the north. Public Discussion. fourth place; Sue
There are 57 concrete locks, all Lockhart, solo, good; Doris Lee
electrically operated,' which accom- Farris, soh), fifth place; Annie Jean
By JOHN H. FREEMAN
United Thew Staff Correspondent modate boats up to 300 feet in
length. The highest is at Little Falls,
Specializing in Lawn
-ALBANY, N. Y. ft.1Th-PetrAeum --a lift of 40i3 feet.
-2.651,256
tons.
Wheat--500,985
Superstructure of boats plying
Mower Sharpening
tons. Pulpwood-200.440 tens
the canals must not be too high.
Those are some et the fiapareit Some 300 railroad and highway
North Fourth
submitted to the New Yet* legisla- bridges croes the whterway,_ The*'
tdre Thle year. 'T.
fiey are not esti- minimum clearance under fixed'
mates, worked out in favor of or bridges is 15te feet The channel
against building a St Lawrence depth is 12 feet.
' seaway. They ate official' figures,
In 1947 canal traffic on the canal
compiled by the state department registered the •gteatest increase
; of puolic whrks. to show the _kind ever recorded in any single operahas a complete line
of business handled laat year by tional season. Cargoes totaled 3,790,New York's barge canarithe -Brie 050 tons, a gain of 34 per cent War Groceries, Fresh Fruit
PHONE IIME I Canal).
Meats and good vane
the previous year.
With the canal new Open again
of Cheese.
Murray.
5
after the winter freeze, for what
I PICKED AT RANDOM
very, well may prove another ban.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M. (U.P.)-.
Motor Tuneup, Starters,
Call 6554 for Free
tier year. _there it much -argument An arbiter in a labor dispute here'
(,enerators, Carburetors.
Delivery
in favor of abandonin1 the seaway reports he wits selected whee labor
Magnetos and Rebuilt
project once -and for all.
and management officials picked
_
Motors
'tongress _already has turned the his name out of a telephone book.
Ample Parking Space
sedway bill back to committee for E S. Foster, the arbiter, decided
"further study." Upstate
New the union rated an increase.
York citiese, particularly • those along the canal .route, hope it will
mean the ena of the bill. Some owe
their very existence to the canal.
PollUelans !Mier
But it's all not as sunple as that
New.York's Gov Thomaa E Dewey
nwn4q1 and Operated
is in favor of the freeway project.
LATE MODEL
Another Republican presidential
By
aspirant. Sen. Robert A. ,TWIt, is
INcREASE YOUR RIDING
oppaised to it.
COMPOST, SEAUTIPY YOUR
Mr. and Mrs. Jas
CAR, AND PROTECT YOUR UPSen 'frying M. Ives (R. N. Y.)
Heath
HOLSTERY FOR GREATER TRADE.'
it one of those who voted.to return
IN
VALUE. MOST POPULAR
the bill to committee
MODELS SULTS TO SORE PLUS
Ives, who some believe may sucINSTALLATION,
ceed Dewey some day in the Al: batiy executive mansion, is opposed
j to the St( Lawrence seaway projAlways a Good Cup of
ect. But still another presidential
Coffee
hopeful. former ^Gov; -Stassen. of
Minnesota. agrees with Dewey that
TAILORED TO
Benton Road at
the. proposed link between the AtCity Limits
- 'antic and the Great Lakes would
be a good thing.
Meanwhile, the question still
rhane 87

Jones, solo, good.
Also a trio composed of Anette
Butterworth, Larue Jones, and aAn-aie Junes, rated excellent.
"Pigtails:, a musical coMedy, will
Lynn Grove by the
Junior Class. The date Will ,- be
give
be geivleantera.t Ly

COME IM—
MO OOLIOATION
—OF COURSO

AIRLENE GAS COMPANY, Inc.
105 North Fourth Street

Phone 1177

I.

&mi.

Mr. and Mrs. Wid Ellison of
Nashville are the week -end guests
of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Gut'
PRICE, Utah'•--iU.P.I-Geological Robertson.
reports show that the concentrated,
deep coal fields of central Utah
ntain about 196- billion tons
bituminous coal reserves.
sliefetarY--6T-Di
Utih -Coal Operators Association,
Texaco Gas aid Oil
said .it is the denest, most concenWashing, Greasing and
trated area of high-grade bitumipf
ous coal in the world, -since the
Adjusting Brakes
deposits cover only 13.000 square
miles.
Firestone Tires & Tubes
"If the other 47 states contained
- Phone 9124
no coal," Manley said, "Utah has a
safficient supply of workable coal,
J. C. Brewer, Mgr.
at preseni rates of national consumption for the needs. of the entire nation for 300 years."

WHITEWAY
_Service Station

HENDON

COON DOG
FIELD TRIAL
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ASK FOR FREE FOLDER AND DEMONSTRATION
SOLD

IV

TAYLOR IMPLEMENT COMPANY
301 South Fourth

Phone 890

BLUE BIRD
GRILL

FEATURING
$1.000 DIXIE NATIONAL STAKES
GUARANTEED
Heat Money

$65.00

J. N. RYAN FARM
-

.1141•14 4•Ine.-•

Speed in Serving You
Is Our Motto

DON' WASTE

YOUR IMO= %Amen nnuiLirsiung 1st

your dinner lo be Meat Qum Se DAY and

Nricaor LUNCH:

OUR SPECIALTIES
It 'yew are really hungry, order a large T-Bone Steak. •
It MEW in a hurry. try our also delicious Minute Steak

DAY -& -NIGHT LUNCH
Elteme

l

Good Eats At All
Times

FIT

.•

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY
set smoi.

vt•.tmatotob.••••••=toMta•Mtom

ST. L
YARDS
Lirestos
Hogs

compar(

Aofhe-'i's
MAY 9
How often have- you looked at pictures ialcen
five-ten-fifteen years ago, and found deep joy in
the memories they recall? As the years gray mother's hair and ripen her loveliness, pictures of her
will be even dearer. Make appointment right now
—to have her picture taken at our studio or her
home — so the finished portraits will be ready in
time for Mother's Day! You'll be giving doubly
to Mother and to yourself!

Love's Studio
Poplar Street

Phone 92-J
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Market
50c tot
nesday'i
over 29(
75c to 1
choice 1
top 21.71
270 lbs
17 25 to
100 to 1
lbs dos
lbs 15 1
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ceipts 1
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.. evenly
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1
fully it
changer
to 30: s
good h
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nothing
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actively
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April 17 and 18
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Estimated $5,000.00
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McCUISTON'S
Auto Electric
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Erie Canal Record
Cited in Dispute
Over Seaway

Welding and
Machine Shop

HOWARD JONES, District Manager

wards will return with Miss
mons-to Murray FriddY,
• •

UTAH CLAIMS ENOUGH COAL
TO KEEP NATION GOING

RICKMAN'S
GROCERY

You will live with your
long time
sew range
-so we -suggest you
Sec
andgEornpare.
shop
the Tappan! There's a
'wealth of conveniences
to make your kitchen
boon easier- frlOtt efljOyable Famous
foe its beauty, your new Tappan
will be the en•y of your friends.

Mi.. Sara Lee Sernrnenii—s•T
leave Wednesday for Evansville,
_In& to spend spring vacation with
her sister, MM. Clyde Edwards, irid
Mr. Edwards. Mr. and Mrs -Eli--

Pr

